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St Mary, Katherine and All Saints, Edington. Photograph Ian Mozley and Guild Web Site  
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Thoughts from the President. 
 

Having seen the 100
th

 repatriation ceremony take place at Wootton Bassett I thought it appropriate 

to offer our thanks to the ringers who take part by tolling the bell each time regardless of the time 

or the day of the week. Whatever our personal views maybe as to whether as a nation we should be 

involved in the conflict or not, most will be touched emotionally by the ceremonies that take place 

in Wootton Bassett High Street and by the support from the residents of both the town and much 

further a field given to the families and friends who have lost loved ones. Thank you to the 

members at Wootton Bassett, you play such an important part in these repatriation ceremonies. 
 

We are at that time of the year again when the branches are holding their AGMs and, as always, 

there are some officers who for various reasons find it necessary to stand down, many having done 

sterling work to keep their branch functioning efficiently during their term of office. In some cases 

it is becoming increasingly difficult to find members willing to fill the vacant posts and I urge you 

all to consider whether you could help in some way and, if you feel you could, then discuss it with 

one of your existing branch committee members, I am sure they will welcome any offer of help with 

open arms.  
 

It is with sadness that we have recently recorded the death of the Rev. Richard N. Longridge, Vice 

President of our Guild. Richard was Guild Master from 1961 to 1970 and Guild President from 

1970 to 1977 and will be well remembered by many of our more senior members. I remember in my 

early days of ringing when Richard was Master finding the top table at Guild events quite a 

daunting sight with the President, Master and Secretary in their blacker than black suits presiding 

over us, it was all very formal in those days. Richard gave outstanding service to our Guild in high 

office and we are very grateful to him, may he rest in peace. 
 

Finally may I take this opportunity to wish you all a very peaceful Christmas and a happy New 

Year, I thank you for the support that you have given to my fellow officers and me throughout the 

year and I wish you every success with your ringing during 2010. 
 

With all best wishes, 

David. W. Hacker.       

Edington Ringing Centre. 

Official Opening. 

Saturday 2
nd

 January 2010 at 3-00pm. 
 

There will be a short service of thanksgiving and dedication and then an 

opportunity to explore the Centre, see the equipment and facilities, try 

your hand at ringing using the simulator. The Guild’s Saxilby Simulator 

will be available for demonstrations or for non-ringers to have a first pull. 

Refreshments will be served, everyone will be welcome.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

„Face to Face‟ is the acknowledged Newsletter of the Salisbury Diocesan Guild of Ringers. 

First published in 1975, the publication is now produced four times each year and circulated free to all affiliated 

towers throughout the Guild, as well as to various other bodies. 

Editor: Ivan L. Andrews, 11, White Close, Bridport, Dorset DT6 3HL. Tel: 01308-425067. 

e-mail: ivan.andrews@mypostoffice.co.uk 

Guild Hon Gen Sec: Anthony C.D. Lovell-Wood, 7, Snows Hill, Tisbury, Salisbury, Wilts SP3 6RY. 

Tel: Home 01747-871121, Office 01747-871110, Fax 01747-871241. 

e-mail: woodringer@btinternet.com 

Webmaster: Ian Mozley, e-mail: webmaster@sdgr.org.uk        Web Site: www.sdgr.org.uk  

 

mailto:ivan.andrews@mypostoffice.co.uk
mailto:woodringer@btinternet.com
mailto:webmaster@sdgr.org.uk
http://www.sdgr.org.uk/
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RESTORATION OF THE BELLS OF ST BARTHOLOMEW’S CHURCH, SHAPWICK, DORSET 

The small village of Shapwick (pop. 190) lies on the site of the Roman road that runs from Old Sarum to 

Dorchester. The village high street and the main settlement follow the line of the road closely. St Bartholomew’s 

church lies on the banks of the River Stour. Lying as it did on the Roman road a ford, a few yards south east of 

where the church now is, was an important crossing place. It is very likely that the Roman settlement around 

Shapwick was the second largest in Dorset after Dorchester. 

The earliest parts of the present church building probably date from the late 11th and early 12th centuries. All that 

remains of this period is the north wall, with its two large Norman arches springing from a central Norman pillar, 

the north porch doorway, and the lower part of the east wall. The arch to the east of the north porch is the oldest 

and leads to the Priory Chapel. The rest of the church has clearly been over-built at later dates, although the 

Norman material was often re-used. With the exception of the 14th century tower, the size of the church today is 

much as it was in Norman times. However, west of the north porch some of the stonework indicates an even 

earlier building, possibly of Saxon origin. The lower portions of the tower, including the diagonal buttresses, are 

fourteenth century. Below it stands the late Norman font of Purbeck marble. 

Prior to the recent bell restoration project the parish had a ring of four bells. The tenor, dated 1380, attributed to 

William Dawe, the 3rd also dated 1380 and attributed to John Langhorne, the 2nd dated 1912, Mears and Stainbank, 

the treble dated 1768, Robert Wells. The ring has now been augmented to five by the addition of a treble bell 

recently cast at the Whitechapel Foundry. They hang in a listed two-tier oak frame dated to the seventeenth 

century that showed a high level of decay. The installation was not in good enough order for regular ringing. Apart 

from one occasion for a wedding in 2005 they had not been rung regularly since the 1960s. 

In April 2007 a resolution was passed by the PCC to enable the bell restoration project to begin. White’s of 

Appleton were the contractors for the bells. The frame was restored by Ian Roberts, a local craftsman. Phillipa 

Hammond, a local stonemason was responsible for repairs to the church tower. A major fund raising effort by this 

small village was started with a target of £45,000. It was soon realised this was optimistic and the work, with 

unexpected repairs to the tower was likely to come to £75,000. Applications for grants were made to various 

organisations, the largest donor being the Sita Trust. Local fund raising events in the village, together with 

individual donations have raised £14,000. 

There is also an unusual two-tier train clock with a wrought-iron birdcage movement in the tower. It is not easy to 

date but the horologist Chris McKay has dated it somewhere between 1720 and 1750. The clock does not have a  

dial. Apparently dial-less clocks are not uncommon. It was a means of saving money and in the case of Shapwick 

the church cannot easily be seen from the major part of the village, so a dial would serve only a few houses. The 

clock was rusty and had not run for some years. There was also no connection to the bells. It was decided to restore 

the clock as part of the entire project.  

There is still a small amount of work to be done on the tower stonework but apart from that the entire project is 

complete. There was a service on Sunday, 26th July 2009 at 6pm when the [former] Bishop of Sherborne rededicated 

the newly restored bells and dedicated the new treble. A group of residents had been training hard in various 

neighbouring towers; it was hoped that they would be ready to ring for the dedication. Once again St 

Bartholomew’s bells ring, calling the village to worship as they did in Archbishop William Wake’s time when he 

lived at Bishop’s Court a few hundred yards away.                            Margaret Wetenhall, Churchwarden.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why not buy a …… 
 

Polo Shirt/Sweatshirt 
With embroidered Guild Logo. 

 

Fleeces also available. 
 

For details see www.sdgr.org.uk 

Or contact triciadavidson@btopenworld.com 

01722 421882 

Thank you to all of you who supported the 

Quiz and Supper Evening. I am glad to say 

that we raised £355.55 for the LEBRF. 

Next year's event will be on  

Saturday 28 August 2010 at the  

Motcombe Memorial Hall. Robert Wellen 
 

NEXT DEADLINE – material to arrive, 

please, by Thursday 25
th

 February, 2010 

http://www.sdgr.org.uk/
mailto:triciadavidson@btopenworld.com
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WANTED !! 
The people shown below appear in the photograph taken at the Guild’s 125

th
 Celebration held in Salisbury 

on Saturday 15
th

 September 2007. I have been able to name 97 of those pictured but despite showing the 

photograph to each of the branches, have been unable to ascertain the remaining eight. Are you able, please, 

to name the following so that I can complete the list and so record everyone’s name before depositing the 

original photograph into the Guild Library. Thank you.  Timothy Andrews, Librarian.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

A report appeared in the last edition of Face to Face of a successful Young Ringers‟ Day held at Wylye and 

Steeple Langford in August. Unfortunately, despite the fact that several attempts were made to e-mail a photograph 

of the young group, it did not arrive!  Now we can rectify the problem! Well done and congratulations to our young  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

YOUNG RINGERS‟ DAY – A GREAT SUCCESS 

ringers pictured left. L-r: Christopher, Martin, 

Georgina, Sophie, Bill, Rebecca, Sophie, Alice, 

Daniel and Kerry. A big thank you, also to those 

who organised and contributed in any way.  

Photograph: Ian Davidson.  

 

   

 

 

 

31 

68 71 82 

87 93 
101 
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PRACTICAL ADVICE 

“A word of practical advice, not least to those who, 

like me, have been ringing many years. Ours is a 

rhythmic form of music basically, yet it is precisely 

this aspect of the art which is absent from many 

performances. Learn to be more sensitive to rhythm by 

more careful listening to all the bells. Mistakes in the 

method are pardonable. Indifference to the general 

tempo is not.” (An extract from The Master‟s Notes by 

Rev Roger Keeley published in the 1984 Guild Report 

and recently quoted in a recent edition of The Ringing 

World) 
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PUBLICITY ON A PLINTH AT BRADFORD ON AVON 

unday, 20
th

 September saw Bradford on Avon host its very own (albeit much smaller) version of 

Antony Gormley's fourth plinth as part of the town's annual Arts Festival. Upon learning of the plinth 

in advance, members of the Bradford band decided that the opportunity to demonstrate the “Art of Bell 

Ringing” was too good to miss and pre-booked a block of five three-minute slots. The rules of the plinth 

included “...if you want props or accessories, take anything that you can carry...” and so a small 

demonstration bell and frame, made by Bradford ringer David Godwin, was carried from the tower at 

Holy Trinity and assembled at the plinth – much to the amusement of onlookers who at first thought the 

bell's frame was some sort of gallows contraption! 

All became clear, however, when the bell was fixed to the top of the frame and the ringers each took their 

turn to climb the plinth and ring for the allotted three minutes. Tower shake was particularly bad (it was 

noted that the frame didn't move – the entire plinth did) and so special mention must be made to Jocelyn 

Feilding who took on the very important role of counterweight by sitting on the plinth's edge for the 

duration of the display. 

After the ringers had finished and the bell and frame dismantled, it was agreed that the performance had 

been a success. Much interest was shown by passers by and a number of information leaflets were handed 

out.    Sarah Quintin. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SHERBOURNE AND SHERBORNE – USA VISITS ENGLAND 

Some while ago the Editor received an enquiry from an R.E. Rhoades of Shreveport, LA, USA, with an impressive title of 

‘professor and head of biochemistry and molecular biology, Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center.’ He, with 

other fellow members, was planning to visit England with the particular intention of visiting the Whitechapel Bell 

Foundry. At some time he had apparently seen a reference to the Sherbourne Teaching-aids and had also heard of 

Sherborne Abbey with its great bells, and thought the two were one!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S 

Far left: l-r: Jocelyn 

Feilding, Roger Baily, 

Margaret Prole, Sarah 

Quintin, David Godwin, 

Harriet Feilding. 

Photograph: Harriet 

Fielding. 

Left: Jocelyn Feilding 

(sitting) David Godwin 

(ringing) 

Photograph: Sarah 

Quintin.  

 

Thank you, Sarah, for 

submitting this article 

and photographs – well 

done, Bradford on Avon 

 

Having explained the difference, Professor Rhoades, then enquired, as there 

was sufficient time in his schedule, whether it would be possible to visit the 

Abbey and see the bells. We managed to make contact with the abbey 

authorities, a visit was arranged by Carol Campell-Pitt and an inspection of the 

bells led by Jan Keohane. The visit made a great impression on our visitor, in 

particular the historical connection with the great Wolsey bell!  We also heard 

that the visitors to England attended a ringing session at Christ Church, 

Spittlefields and were invited to the top of the tower for a great view of 

London. Apparently the visit to Whitechapel proved of great interest to all 

concerned.  The Editor received a letter of thanks and appreciation was 

extended to the kind people at Sherborne for their kind assistance. Ed. 
 

 
 

 

Sherborne ringer, Jan Keohane, 

amongst the Abbey bells. 

Photograph ack: R.E. Rhoades. 
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SAGOR VISITS WEST DORSET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRIKING RESULTS! 
For many years the Guild’s Striking Competitions have been 

held annually in mid June. This year, however, the date was 

moved to September in the hope of avoiding many of the summer weddings, holidays and fetes. And so it was, that teams 

from various branches met on Saturday 12th, with Gillingham hosting the eight-bell competition and Motcombe the 6-bell; 

both competitions running consecutively. Five teams rang at Gillingham resulting in Swanage (55 faults), Melksham (65), 

Dorchester Branch (72), Mere Branch (85) and Calne Branch (111). Nine teams met at Motcombe – Swanage (7-1/4), 

Westbury (10), Motcombe (10-1/4), Bradford on Avon (11), Dorchester A (11-1/2), Dorchester B (11-3/4), Calne St Mary 

(12-3/4) and Calne Ladies and Donhead St Mary (both 17).  The judges were Peter and Christine Gill (8-bell) and Will 

Willians (6-bell) who, after delivering their remarks, presented the winning teams respectively with the trophies.  

Grateful thanks go to the Mere Branch for hosting and organising the event, and to all those responsible for preparing 

and serving the accustomed fine fare at the Memorial Hall.  September seemed a more suitable time of year for the 

competitions and it looks as if it will be held likewise in 2010. A big thank you to all teams who entered.  
 

The Saxilby Ringing Simulator with Wombel frame displayed (and tried out) at the Roadshow held at Stoneleigh Park, 

Warwickshire in September last year quickly persuaded the Guild of its potential, not only as a perfect teaching aid but 

also, because of its portability, the unique opportunity of demonstrating our art beyond the confines of the church to 

the wider public, with the hopes of gaining recruits. Thus it was that the equipment was first erected, possibly with some 

initial difficulty, at Motcombe Memorial Hall during the above competitions. It quickly proved of much interest to the 

gathering, with many ringers quickly taking the rope and ringing without any difficulty whatsoever. The erecting of the 

frame in the car park provoked some interest by non-ringers and passers-by, but soon all became clear! Some bookings 

have now been made for use at fetes, open days and the like and we await comments and results with much interest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members of SAGOR made the long journey from 

Salisbury to Devon to visit the West Dorset Branch‟s most 

westerly tower of Hawkchurch on Monday 21
st
 September. 

Ringing, ranging from call changes to various 6-bell 

methods, was followed by a most enjoyable lunch and 

convivial conversation at the hostelry opposite the church 

before journeying along further narrow lanes to 

Thorncombe. 

This tower, though encumbered with scaffolding, provided 

some good ringing on the delightful eight – and apparently 

was approved of by the men working on the tower – one of 

them himself a ringer! The remote lanes of West Dorset 

hampered some of the team in finding the most direct 

routes despite sat-navs but all turned out well and members 

returned home content after a very pleasant venture. Ed. 

l-r standing: Brian Wright, Malcolm Penney, Rob Eardley, 

Mike Love, Keith Chambers, Gordon Heath, Ian Davidson, 

Nick Claypole. L-r seated: Pat Davidson, Sally Cates, Pat 

Heath. (Photo: Editor) 

 

 
 

 

Competition winners l-r: Katherine Clark, Hayley Newman 

(with baby Megan Newman), Angie Jasper, Eddie Dicken, 

Matthew Pike, Eleanor Wallace, Julian Newman and Linda 

Hough. Photograph Editor. 

Above: Saxilby assembly by 
Anthony Lovell-Wood (Photo Ed) 

and right, first testing and 

approval. (Photo „an inquisitive 

bystander‟) 
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PRESTIGIOUS RING FOR NEIL 

CCT Service at Abbey 

The Churches Conservation Trust has 

some 106 rings of bells (including 

around 40 rings of three) in Churches 

vested in the Trust and so ringers have 

cause to note the 40th Anniversary of 

the Trust and the service at 

Westminster Abbey on the 16th 

September 2009. The Abbey was 

packed for the occasion and as befits 

the Abbey the service was a beautiful 

uplifting occasion with a spirited 

address from the Dean of Guildford 

Cathedral, Victor Stock. The bells of 

the abbey were rung after the service 

and were appreciated by the 

congregation as they came out from the 

Abbey. It was good that the Abbey 

ringers invited Neil Skelton, a now 

retired Field officer of the Trust, to 

ring with them, a nice gesture and duly 

noted in the service book. (Ack: R.W.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AWARD WINNERS: On Monday 14
th
 September, ringers Jack Melia and 

Sarah Quintin received Certificates of Achievement in the Most Improved 
Ringer Competition from President, David Hacker, during the Bradford on 
Avon practice evening. (Photograph, left, acknowledged, Ed)  
 

SALISBURY DIOCESAN GUILD OF RINGERS 

THE GUILD'S MOST IMPROVED RINGER AWARD 
The Guild makes this annual award for the ringer who has made most progress in 

the art in the preceding year. Any Guild member is eligible. Each Branch is asked 

to make one nomination only. These nominations are sought early in each New 

Year and the Guild Education Committee will decide the recipient. The award will 

be presented at the Guild Festival in May and will be in the form of a model bell 

generously donated to the Guild by former President Rosemary Julius.   

(Nomination form available from Robert tel 01747-836330 or 825131 or 

robertwellen@btinternet.com ) 

THE RINGING FOUNDATION SEMINAR – My personal thoughts by 

Christine Purnell. 

“I had a very inspiring day out at The Ringing Foundation Networking Seminar in 

London recently. This Foundation has a vision, the full details of which will be 

included with those of our Education officer (who attended a Birmingham 

Seminar) in the next Newsletter. (Topics included - Positive learning, enthusiastic 

teachers, motivation, ringing to genuinely compete with other hobbies and 

pastimes, to be seen as a team activity and as a key part of our heritage. Ringers 

should not hide behind its amateur status but should be proud of their hobby, etc. 

etc)      

When I came home after a very positive and thought-provoking few hours, I 

realised that in my life this process had indeed happened to me – slowly through 

the fifty-odd years during which I even found a husband in a belfry! -my life 

would not have been so enriched, had I not had the support and enthusiasm all 

those years ago as a young Girl Guide. I do hope that we in The Salisbury 

Diocesan Guild of Ringers can find such enthusiasm and time needed to “further 

the art” in our area.” 

 

 

Probationary members: The consensus is that probationary members will not be listed in the Guild Report, as the 

Report is a record of those who are full members. We would like the names of all probationary members (and their 

respective towers) to be sent to Ivan for inclusion in „Face to Face‟. In this way a record is maintained and they get early 

recognition of their involvement in the Guild. 

Please also send the names of new full members to provide a list that can be cross-referenced with the information 

provided for the Report. (See below, and Marlborough Branch section) 

Ivan also maintains a list of all departed members so that, wherever possible, an obituary of each member is published 

in „Face to Face‟. This list is also checked with the Hon Sec and the Report Editor to ensure that all names are collated 

before publication. 

At the Guild‟s AGM held last May, it was 

again agreed to forward a £200.00 

sponsorship towards the cost of producing 

The Ringing World. For those who do not 

take, or have sight, of this publication, a 

page and a half article, together with 

photographs, appeared in the 30
th

 October 

edition outlining some of the latest 

highlights of our Guild. The R.W. Editor, 

who headed the article with our official title 

and Guild motif, has expressed grateful 

thanks for this generosity. Ed. 

 

Library: We have received into the Library (1.10.2009) – A copy of 

Surprise Methods 1927, by C.D.P.Davies, together with various 

miscellaneous pamphlets and papers. The donor has been thanked.  

Items of interest relating to ringing are always welcome - for posterity 

and safe keeping as well as for research purposes. TMA, Librarian. 

 

NEW MEMBERS (Oct 2009): A welcome to – Christine 

Squires, Long Burton, John & Christina Deeney, Wyke Regis, 

Rachel Talbot, Long Bredy, Lyn Matthews, Cattistock and 

Malcolm Wilson, Stratton. (See, also, Marlborough Br section) 

mailto:robertwellen@btinternet.com
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NOTES FROM EUROPE (3) 
uring my recent investigations into some of the bells in (mainly Eastern) Germany, one theme has run 

throughout. – that is just how much their story has been linked to the turbulent politics of that Country during the 

whole of the 20
th

 Century. 

This article (together with another couple I am researching for next year) is no exception. It is a very sad story, but at 

least one with a partially happy ending, involving one of the most outrageous monoliths of the 20
th

 Century – the Berlin Wall, 

the 20
th

 anniversary of the opening which is celebrated this year. 

The rather messy post-war division of Germany, (and even more so the City of Berlin) into four Occupation Zones is, 

of course well-documented history. 

Simmering tensions between the Western Allies and the Soviet Union came to a brutal head in the early hours of the 

morning of Sunday 13
th

 August 1961, when, at a stroke, all communications were severed between the Eastern and Western 

sectors of Berlin. Within hours, all road, rail and telephone links were cut, and barbed wire defences erected. 

Whilst most of the World‟s media attention focussed on such flashpoints as the Brandenburg Gate and Checkpoint 

Charlie, where, in the latter case, there was soon to be a standoff between Soviet and American tanks, elsewhere in the City, a 

scenario was being played out which highlighted the tragedy of the situation in human terms. 

About a mile north of the city centre is Bernauer Strasse. This street was the centre of a densely populated working 

class problem area, known in German as a “Kiez”. It was an area of shabby tenement blocks, some seven storeys high. 

In 1894, a church was built as a result of an initiative of the Empress Auguste Victoria, who herself handed over the 

keys at the Dedication Ceremony on August 28
th

 1894. It is said that the imperial gesture had less to do with religious 

considerations, rather than with an attempt to stem the rise of Socialism in this and other „blue collar‟ areas in the City.  

As to the church itself, it was a large neo-gothic edifice, built to the design of the architect Gothilff Ludwig Mockel 

who designed several churches in Berlin and the surrounding area of Mark Brandenburg. Ironically, as it turned out the church 

was designated as the Church of the Reconciliation! For practical reasons the building was slightly re-orientated from the 

normal east-west axis. At the west end was a substantial tower surmounted by a spire, rising to a total height of 72m. Within 

the tower hung three bells, also cast in 1894 at the Bochamur bell-foundry. 

In its earliest days the church sought to address some of the severe social problems of the parish, providing not only 

the worship needs, but also such things as youth clubs and soup kitchens to help the many homeless people living in the area. 

During the night of November 22
nd

 1942, the Church and Church Hall were severely damaged in an Allied air raid, 

costing the lives of 200 people, and services were held in a temporarily rebuilt Church House nearby. The original church was 

finally re-constructed in June 1950. 

It was to be a cruel stroke of fate that each side of the street was located in a different district of the City. The northern 

side of the street was in Wedding (French Sector), whilst the opposite side was in Mitte (Soviet Sector). The Church was 

situated in the latter. On that fateful Sunday morning in August 1961, those in the French Sector, (who formed more than 80% 

of the congregation) found themselves confronted by a barricade of barbed wire and armed guards. They were never to return 

to their church. For a while, people in the Soviet Sector were able to continue worshipping, but as the border fortifications 

were gradually strengthened in the eventual „double wall‟, the Church became totally marooned in a no-man‟s land of tank 

traps and barbed wire. For a while, the church tower was used for observation purposes, whilst the main body served as a 

storeroom and guard dog kennel! 

Over the following years, Bernauer Strasse became the scene of some of the most dramatic escapes over The Wall. 

Perhaps the most audacious was the building of a tunnel beneath a baker‟s shop, which enabled 57 people to reach freedom 

before being discovered. People also jumped from the windows of high tenement buildings. Many people, alas, lost their lives 

in a hail of bullets, as the number of memorial crosses testify. Particularly sad were a woman in her 80s, and those crosses 

marked „Unbekannt‟ (unknown). 

In the early 80s as Cold War paranoia spread, the Communist authorities decided that the Church was an 

inconvenience to border security, and a decision was made to detonate this sad edifice. Thus, on the morning of January 22
nd

 

1985, the body of the building was blown up, followed 6 days later by the tower and spire. Photos of the latter occasion show 

the cross on top of the spire flying eastwards in a seemingly defiant gesture. To this day, it remains embedded in the soil where 

it landed. 

What of the fate of the bells? Thankfully, these, together with a number of other important items were removed before 

demolition. 

It seems a tragedy that the destruction of the building took place, in what were to be the closing years of the Cold 

War. When that momentous event occurred with the opening of the Wall on the evening of November 9
th

 1989, the event and 

its accompanying euphoria dominated the World‟s Media for weeks to come.  

I was in Berlin in February 1990, and out of curiosity visited the site. The Wall was still standing, but now with gaps. 

Where once armed guards patrolled, children now played football. 

Following Unification in October 1990, discussions were held as to the future of this site, and the overall feeling was 

that it should be a memorial site rather than merely redeveloped. A decision was made to build a Chapel of Reconciliation on 

the site of the original church. 

Meanwhile the bells were recovered, dumped in the churchyard of St Bartholomew in the neighbouring district of 

Friedrichshain, but for all that, none the worse for wear. They were returned to their original site on the 23
rd

 May 1999, and 

D 
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erected in a temporary structure which enabled the bells to be rung at the laying of the foundation stone at Pentecost of the 

same year. 

The new church was consecrated on November 9
th

, 1990, the 11
th

 anniversary of the opening of The Wall. It is an 

oval, rather austere building, but does contain a number of recovered artefacts from the original building. When the ambulatory 

was built, an unexploded bomb from the air raid of 1942 was discovered. This was removed, re-activated and replanted as a 

museum piece! 

The bells are now hung in a permanent wooden cage, rather like a modern day East Bergholt. They are swing chimed 

by means of external levers. In August this year, I saw the Treble being rung. Each weekday at noon, a short office is held in 

the church to remember in turn all those murdered whilst trying to reach freedom. 

The details of the bells, which are tuned to a first inversion triad in the key of Bb major, are given as follows: 

TREBLE 110cm, 500kg, Bb. “Wer an den Sohn der hat det euige leben” 

SECOND 130cm, 850kg, F. “Lasset euch versohnn mit Gott” 

TENOR 150cm, 1300kg, D. “Kommit es ist alles bereit” 

 On November 9
th

 of this year, amid great jubilation, the City celebrated the 20
th

 anniversary of the fall of The Wall. It 

is now a vibrant, modern and very exciting capital city, with few reminders of its troubled past. As to the Bernaurer Strasse 

site, it is now being laid out as a memorial garden and documentation centre. A portion of The Wall has been retained as a 

memory of the horrors which once occurred there. 

I have many treasured memories of numerous visits to Berlin over nearly 30 years, not least, staying up for three nights 

watching the demolition of The Wall adjacent to the Brandenburg Gate. However, perhaps my most enduring memory is of a 

very wet Sunday morning in April 1985, when I made my first tentative steps into the eastern sector. It was so joyous to hear 

church bells ringing on both sides of The Wall – a reminder that there is a force more powerful than politics! 

                                                                                                                                                 Allan Keen. November 2009. 
 

Thank you, Alan, for this interesting and very detailed report on Berlin – which  coincides nicely with the 20
th
 

anniversary of the fall of The Wall.  
  

The Bells of the Immaculate Conception Co-cathedral, Basseterre, St Kitts, W.I. 
 

Over a year ago a friend informed my wife Sally and I that he was going 

to hold his 65
th
 birthday on St Kitts and that he would treat those 

attending to an excellent dinner at a local restaurant. On the principal of 

never turning down a free meal, we decided to go. We thought that if 

anyone went it might as well be us. As it happened we were not alone 

and some 40 people attended. However that meant that we would be 

missing from ringing in cold unheated towers for much of November. 

The local tourist office enthusiastically informed me that several towers 

had bells so on arrival we made enquiries and found ourselves at the 

Cathedral on Remembrance Sunday.  

All did not bode well as Father Latus had informed me that one of the bells had stopped whilst being rung. 

The Cathedral has two towers with one bell in the north and three in the south. All had full circle wheels 

but were only used for tolling. The north bell was the Angelus bell whilst the three in the south had different notes 

and had traditionally been rung at different times before a service so that those of the congregation who were 

further away could set off on the earliest bell. I decided to look at the north tower first. In a temperature well over 

80 degrees we climbed the stairs until we found an old ladder heading through a trap in the ceiling directly over the 

well of the stairs. I do not normally take photographs, being much of the mentality that it‟s not a man‟s job. 

However on this occasion I gallantly looked at the rungs and the drop and told Sally that this was not for her. It was 

hard to see in the dark but after forty or so years of marriage I think she looked quite pleased with me. I climbed the 

ladder, brushing aside pigeons and their droppings and hauled myself into the bell chamber. Indeed a sad sight. The 

bell had stopped, basically by falling out of its frame.  

Coming down I crossed over to the south tower and there found three bells. All would probably be in use if only 

they had received some basic maintenance. Many a tower captain would have understood the problem. Netting to 

keep the pigeons out. Adjusting of the various bolts and nuts and copious lubricants to ease the gudgeons that had 

seized up on all three bells. Time was against me and, having briefed Father Latus over a glass of ice-cold 

pineapple juice, we left to wash the dust off ourselves in the Caribbean waves. Perhaps somebody will invite us 

back to do the job. Peter and Sally Cates. 

 

------------------------00O00------------------------------- 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
We congratulate the following ringers who, over the past weeks, have rung their first quarter peal: Barbara Westerberg, 1260 

PB/Grandsire Doubles, Wootton Rivers, 12.9.2009; John Day, 1260 Pl Bob Doubles, Cranborne, 21.9.2009, (John, 74, began 

ringing when he was 15!); Martin Wickham, 1260 Pl Bob Doubles, Swanage, 19.9.2009; Ellen Smith (of Charminster), 1260 

Grandsire Doubles, Martinstown, 31.10.2009. (See, also, footnotes in the attached Quarter Peal Week report)  
 

Calne: 6.9.2009. 1260 Grandsire Doubles. Gareth Bennett 1, Bob Mustow 2, Jane Ridgwell 3, Chris Bush 4, Hugh Pilcher-

Clayton (C) 5, Jon Forsythe 6. For the Patronal Festival of St Mary the Virgin and as a compliment to Jean Downham, who 

first rang at the tower 50 years ago. 
 

Marlborough: 9.8.2009. 1260 Grandsire Triples. Patricia Cotton 1, Dorothy Blythe 2, Ursula Osmond 3, Jenny Jones 4, Karen 

Dobie 5, Darran Ricks (C) 6, Gemma Holt 7, Rex Sandbach 8. To celebrate the Golden Wedding of Pat and Hugh Cotton, and 

Pat‟s 77
th

 birthday.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bells keep ducks awake!  Picture the weekly bellringing practice being 

held on the six bells of the small village of Steeple Langford just outside 

Salisbury in Wiltshire last Thursday. At about 8.15p.m. a man walks in 

and asks if we could stop ringing the bells as it was keeping his ducks 

awake and they would not go to sleep. To say at the least we were a 

little taken aback. However we said we would stop ringing by 9.00p.m. 

and the person went away happy. We assume his ducks slept well 

when we stopped ringing later that night!   Andrew Howes.                                                                                                             

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOLT, WILTSHIRE 

ST. KATHERINE 

23rd October 2009 

in 2hrs & 50 mins (9) 

5040 GRANDSIRE 

DOUBLES 

 

1. Jackie Drake 

2. Jon Nibbs 

3. Jill Parker 

4. Philip Lucas 

5. Martin Moyes (C) 

6. Murray Ager 

First peal – 1,3 & 6. Rung for 

the centenary of the first peal 

in the tower. 

 

A report on the 

above peal can be 

found on pages  

13 and 14 

HAPPY 70
th

 BIRTHDAY JUNE HOWES 
On August 16th June reached the grand old age of 70 and had a small celebration in the village hall 

just down the road from the Wylye church. As she was getting ready to go to her party the bells at 

Wylye started to ring. She said to me why are the bells ringing? I said we had a visiting band and that 

I had forgotten to tell her about it. She told me off and said what an inconvenient time for them to 

come and ring just as we are going out. As time went on June realized that it was a Quarter Peal and 

told me off again for not telling her, and who was going to lock the church, as it would now delay us 

going to the party. As we walked round to the village hall I explained that the bells were in fact 

ringing for her and it was indeed a Quarter Peal. After the bells had been rung down, into the belfry 

she promptly went and gave everyone a kiss, feeling very meek and mild. 

August 15th Wylye, Wiltshire 1270 Plain Bob Doubles (Note the 70) 

Ray Aldis 1, Christine Purnell 2, Jo Barter 3, 

Nick Claypoole 4, Robert Purnell 5, Peter Annetts 6 

Rung to celebrate the 70th birthday of June Howes 

June started ringing at the age of ten and rang her first peal in five methods in 1951 at the age of 

twelve and then conducted her first peal at the age of thirteen this being Plain Bob Minor from a non-

observation bell. Those of you that have been taking The Ringing World for a long time will 

remember Belfry Gossip and it said on August 7th 1953 “Miss June Hill who recently conducted a 

peal of minor at the age of 13 is to be commended upon the excellence of her performance. She 

conducted with all the precision of anyone 20 years her senior”.  

Since then June has rung over 60 peals in all methods and numbers of bells ranging from Doubles to 

Royal and from one method to 24 Spliced Surprise Major including the standard eight and numerous 

first peals in the method. 

Happy 70th June and many congratulations on 6o years of ringing.      Andrew Howes. 

 

Christine Green, West Dorset Branch 

Secretary for the past three years stood 

down from the position at the Branch 

AGM held at Bridport on 21st Nov, 

and was presented with a gift and a 

floral bouquet in appreciation of all her 

work done over the period.  Making 

the presentations are Steve Longridge, 

Branch PRO and Ken Abel, Branch 

Vice-chairman. (Photograph Editor)  

 

 

GUILD PEAL WEEK 
25th Dec to 1st Jan 2010 

Here is an ideal opportunity 

to attempt a peal if you 

have not done so before! 
Speak with your Ringing Master or 

committee member 

Details of peals rung, please, to 
Robert Wellen, Peal Secretary   

 

 

THE EDITOR EXTENDS 

GRATEFUL THANKS TO ALL 

WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED 

TOWARDS THIS EDITION OF 

FACE TO FACE. THIS 

INCLUDES THE PRINTER 

AND THOSE WHO ASSIST IN 

THE DISTRIBUTION. IT‟S  

ALWAYS NICE TO SEE NEW 

CONTRIBUTORS – AS IN 

THIS EDITION. KEEP IT UP!  
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AROUND THE BRANCHES 
DORCHESTER NEWSLETTER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

John Coleman of Cattistock told the meeting about a Ringers‟ Retreat at Glastonbury in 2010. Further 

information regarding this can be obtained from the Glastonbury Web Site.  

The branch was saddened to learn of the unexpected death of Priscilla House of Fordington. Priscilla was 

only 69 and her sudden death was a shock to the ringers of the tower where she had been such a loyal ringer for 

many years. Ringers were well represented at her funeral in Fordington with the bells being rung „open‟ in 

celebration of her life both before and after the service. The new tower correspondent is Tony Spiller whose 

contact telephone number is 01305-262442. The ringers of Fordington would like to thank all those who sent cards 

and messages of sympathy and who attended Priscilla‟s funeral. (See obituary at the back of this Newsletter) 

Congratulations to Ellen Smith of Charminster who rang her first quarter peal at Martinstown for quarter 

peal week on 31
st
 October aged 11. Ellen rang the treble to Grandsire.  

We are very pleased to confirm that Phil Tocock has received the “all clear” from the recent illness he has 

been suffering. He is now recovering and we hope to see him back in the belfry as soon as he feels strong enough.  

Cattistock bells are out of action until further notice due to treatment to stop ingress of water to the tower. 
 

The Branch Carol Service is to be held at Fordington on 12
th
 December and is a joint service with the West Dorset 

Branch. There will be ringing from 2.30 followed by the service and refreshments in the church hall. Please come 

along, support the event and get into the Christmas Spirit! Andrea Jacob. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 NEXT DEADLINE – 25
TH

 FEBRUARY 2010 
 

 

The AGM of the branch was held this year at Charminster in 

October and was very well attended. Obviously the 

reputation of the home cooked food lavishly provided by the 

ringers of that tower proved irresistible. Following the 

service, the tea and meeting were held in the church. The 

committee members remain the same save that Andrew 

Smith has resigned as Branch Auditor. Unfortunately there 

were no volunteers for the role at the meeting and if there is 

anyone who would be willing to take on the role, which as 

stressed by Andrew is not very taxing or time consuming, 

please contact a member of the committee. A number of new 

members were elected being Christine Squires of Long 

Burton, John and Christina Deeney of Wyke Regis, Rachel 

Talbot of Long Bredy, Lyn Matthews of Cattistock and 

Malcolm Wilson Stratton. 

The Editor is sorry that the following details sent in by Andrea for the 

previous Newsletter draft did not arrive - presumably lost in the air! – 

and, by the time this was discovered, the draft had gone to the printer. 

Sorry, Andrea and the Dorchester Branch.   

A quarter peal of Plain Bob Doubles was rung at Bere Regis on the 12
th
 

August as a 60
th
 birthday compliment to Adrian Standfield: 1 Alan 

Brown, 2 Mrs Bini Miles, 3 Anthony Burt, 4 John Cleave, 5 Phil Miles 

(C), 6 Adrian Standfield. (First quarter – 4) The band was joined by other 

ringers, clergy and friends after the ringing to celebrate Adrian's birthday 

and his long service to the Church. Excellent refreshments were provided 

and the tower captain, John England, gave a speech thanking Adrian for 

his work over the years, not only as a ringer, but also his many works for 

the Church and friends. Adrian was presented with a commemorative bell, 

a model of two bells set in a bell frame and a voucher for a meal for two. 

Andrea Jacob.  
 

 

All ten bells ring out at the Dorchester Branch AGM 

Photo – Ed. 

EdEdEd 

DORCHESTER BRANCH 

CAROL SERVICE 
WITH 

WEST DORSET BRANCH 

ST. GEORGE’S CHURCH 

FORDINGTON 

Saturday 12
th

 December 

2.30 – Ringing 

3.30 – Service 

Followed by refreshments  

A 1/4 peal of Mixed Doubles was rung 

by an all-local band at Upwey to 

celebrate the second birthday of Samuel 

Jacob: 1 Gwen Hewitt, 2 Andrea Jacob 

(C), 3 Pam Gibson, 4 Eddy Adams,  

5 Phil Board, 6 John Morse.     A.J.             
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CALNE BRANCH  
The Calne Branch continues to meet on the second Saturday of the month for practice, service and tea. At our 

November meeting there was exciting news of the Avebury bell Augmentation Project – the two new bells are to be 

cast on 27
th
 November.   

In October the Branch held its first Skittles Evening, this was a great success with over 30 attending. David 

Davidge was the overall winner, and Andrew Woolley, who organised the event along with Jane Ridgwell, won the 

knockout competition. We were particularly pleased that some of our newer ringers were able to join us. 

Branch training mornings continue in the winter months and several members are taking advantage of the Guild 

training days.   

Our carol service is being held at Bremhill this year on Saturday 12
th
 December and, as always, visitors will receive 

a warm and friendly welcome!  Mary Pilcher-Clayton 
 

WEST DORSET BRANCH 
Many towers rang half'-muffled for Remembrance Sunday which is always very poignant and appreciated by those 

who hear the bells. As Armistice Day fell on a Wednesday this year the Beaminster ringers left the bells muffled 

for the practice that evening. On November 18th a memorial practice was held in memory of Chris Longridge at 

Beaminster. This was the second such practice and was well attended, with 23 ringers present, many of whom 

enjoyed chips and a get together in The Greyhound afterwards. 

Our September practice was held at Lyme Regis and a good number of ringers came along, some for the first time, 

which is always good to see. The October practice was held at Thornford, where, I understand, ringers met with 

various challenges and a stay was broken. This does happen from time to time, fortunately not too often!  

Sadly no Branch tower or team took part in the Guild Striking Competitions in September. 

Our very best wishes for a very speedy recovery go to Ann Abel who is recovering after an operation. We hope to 

hear that she is back ringing again very soon. Our very best wishes also go to Delie Perry and her husband Frank, 

who is not in the best of health at the moment. I understand that he is getting better. 

Warmest wishes, greetings and cards were sent to Brenda and Sam Dunn (Bridport ringers) and Ken (Bridport 

ringer) and wife Sheila on their recently celebrated Golden Weddings. Steve Longridge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bradpole ringers, together with a few ringers and friends 

from beyond the tower, spent an extremely enjoyable 5-day 

tour in Herefordshire in October. The accommodation at 

Dukes Farm, Craswall proved ideal and central to the 16 

towers visited during the stay. Much appreciated was a 

conducted tour of the tower and bells of Hereford Cathedral 

as was the weather which, on the whole, though not too 

sunny, remained dry for the best part of the week. En route 

home the team ventured over the border into Wales for a 

ring at Llantilio Pertholey. Food was excellent and some 

good social fun, singing, handbells and the few odd tales 

filled the evenings around a log-burning stove. 
 

l-r: Ivan Andrews, Susan Gale, Roger Willis, Wendy Carnell, 
Sue Philp, Paula Biss, Delie Perry, Robin Carter, Susan Carter 

(with „Wallace‟), David Ellery and Peter Carnell. 

Photograph: Frank Perry. 
 

 

Right: St Mary‟s Church, Bridport, (from the 
south-west) made entirely from match-sticks, and 

in the possession of the Editor.  

 

At our AGM recently 6 new members were elected to the Guild, Patricia Hogg (Thornford), Nigel John  

(South Perrott), Neva Fowler and Charlotte Roper (both from Thorncombe) and Richard and Hilary 

Cunningham (Shipton Gorge). We wish them all many happy years as members of the Guild. Our very 

efficient secretary, Christine Green, was presented with a gift and flowers as a thank you for all the hard 

work she had put in over the last 3 years. We were unable to find anyone to succeed her! The committee 

will do its best to share the work between them. At the meeting David Hacker, our Guild President, was 

able to list the many uses to which our annual subscriptions are put :- Producing Annual Reports, Insurance, 

4 issues of Face to Face each year, 50p subsidy for members attending courses, Education and Training, 

Simulator and Womble Frame (available for loan) , advertising for recruitment and training, General 

expenses (stationery and correspondence) to name but a few! In addition, the Guild has lent the LEBRF 

£5,000, which can be called upon at reasonable notice, to help with the restoration of Kingston Magna. 

Members may be surprised to see the extent of the uses for our subs! Ringing continued after the meeting at 

Bridport. Steve Longridge. WD PRO. 

 

NEXT BRANCH 

PRACTICE 

SYMONDSBURY 

9.1.2010 at 2pm. 
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MARLBOROUGH BRANCH 
The AGM at Milton Lilbourne on 2 October 2009 was well attended. Rev Deborah Larkey conducted her first ringer‟s service 

saying that approaching the church she had found the sound of the six bells very pleasing, since she is responsible for several 

small churches where there are only one or two bells. She complimented the ringers on their fine singing during the service. 

The Chairman thanked Deborah for giving her valuable time to take the service and also Simon Chadwick of All Cannings for 

playing the organ; she thanked the Milton Lilbourne ringers for providing an excellent tea and welcomed the Guild President, 

David Hacker. 

Charles Spencer of St Katherine‟s, Savernake and John Wilcox of Milton Lilbourne were made Associate Life Members of the 

Branch; both are now unable to ring and have given many years‟ service to their towers. Ian Melton of Marlborough was 

elected as a new member. Colin Wilkins from Chiseldon has been proposed an Honorary Life Member of the Guild for 50 

years continuous membership. This will be ratified at the Guild AGM in 2010. Our sincere congratulations to Colin from all in 

the Branch. 

David Hacker thanked the Branch for their hospitality. He gave details of the Saxilby Simulator encouraging the Branch to 

make use of it saying the frame had been modified to fit into a sizeable family car and that it takes half an hour to put together. 

David said he would be standing down as President at the next Guild AGM at Hilmarton after serving 9 years, to spend more 

time with his family, but will be involved with the Guild in other ways. He thanked the Branch for all our support over his 

years in office.   
 

Congratulations to the following new ringing members, who were all elected to the Salisbury Diocesan Guild of Ringers at the 

Branch Half-Yearly meeting, held on the 6 June at Mildenhall. Welcome to you all and humble apologies from the [Branch] 

editor for failing to include you in the summer edition of the Branch Newsletter! 

Shirley Staines, Preshute; Charlotte Woodley, Chiseldon; Colin Woodley, Chiseldon; Valerie Hood, Aldbourne;  

Lyn Goodwill, Mildenhall; Mick Goldsmith, Everleigh; Mike Cox, Collingbourne Ducis. 
 

“I was lucky enough to attend the Guild raising and lowering in peal course in September. The day was run by Gemma and 

Mike Holt, at Collingbourne Kingston and Collingbourne Ducis, swapping at lunchtime to spare the neighbours. Although my 

hands would not agree, it was an excellent way of propelling my skills of lowering and raising in peal forward, so I will be of 

some use in practices and services in the future. Reading Steve Coleman‟s book the „Bell Ringers Bedside Companion‟, I quite 

agree that, when a good raise or lower is in perfect synchronicity, it is a fabulous thing to be part of and there were moments 

where we got it right, thanks to our tutors, and it sounded great. By the end, we were all tired and plasters were being rushed 

from handbag to bleeding finger but it was well worth it. 

This is the third Guild course I have attended and have thoroughly enjoyed them all. I learnt along side Bruce McCrae from 

Marlborough and Rachele and Mike Taylor from Hilperton and Bridget Gent from Pewsey. Big thanks also goes to all the 

helpers who heaved all day as well, but have the gnarly hands not to suffer as us newbies did!”   

                                                                                                              Helen Walker, Great  Bedwyn and Savernake. 

On Monday 7 September, St Katherine‟s, at Savernake, hosted a very busy branch practice with 21 attendees coming out to 

ring in the forest. It was likely that the enthusiasm stemmed from Sue McPhilbin‟s generous offer to provide pizzas after the  

practice in her pub, The Cross Keys, down the road at Great Bedwyn where Sue is a ringer.  

Over half the attendees at practice came along for the social afterward and enjoyed the food and drinks. Unfortunately, Sue‟s  

partner Bruce is not keen to make this a weekly activity!  However, it has no doubt set a precedent for any future branch 

practices in Great Bedwyn or Savernake. Do we have any other publicans in the branch [or Guild] that can provide similar 

hospitality for a branch?    Helen Walker, Great Bedwyn and Savernake. 
 

Branch Outing: This year‟s outing took place by car to Hampshire; once more superbly organised by Dave Franklin.  

Saturday 3 October started early for some, with a long journey south to the first tower at All Saints, Botley, a light ring of six.  

Then by way of contrast, to St. Peter‟s, Curdridge, a ring of eight with a 25cwt tenor.  Next stop was Shedfield and a 12 cwt 

eight prior to lunch.   

Lunch was interesting as the relatively small hostelry in a small rural village could hardly cope with some 25 hungry ringers 

arriving on mass for food and drinks.  Suitably refreshed we headed to St. Barnabas, Swanmore for the first tower of the 

afternoon, a 6cwt ring of six; then to Upham, the church is unusually dedicated to St. Mary of Upham, a lovely 7cwt ground 

floor ring of eight, with some nice striking on the evenly struck bells.   

The convoy then headed to the interesting 9cwt ring of six at Owslebury (pronounced “Ozzlebury”), a good old country ring, 

two of the bells being rung from the font plinth, so no need for boxes, but it made it interesting for the taller ringers. 

The final ring of the day was at St. Mary‟s Twyford, within earshot of the M3. A lavish brick church with a tall and slender 

tower and interesting automatic sliding glazed doors at the main entrance to the church! A nice 10cwt ring of eight to finish the 

day.   

A memorable day was had by all, including ringers from the Calne Branch SDGR, Swindon Branch G&B DA and Vale of the 

White Horse Branch ODG.  We left Twyford after a full day‟s ringing, tired, but happy that everyone had rung at some new 

towers with old friends and new acquaintances.  Our thanks once again to Dave Franklin for organising a superb day out in 

Hampshire, and to all who took charge at various towers during the day to ensure everyone had a go. 
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„John Wilcox of Milton Lilbourne was recently made an Associate Life Member of the Marlborough Branch and was 

presented with a certificate for his long service as a ringer at Milton Lilbourne tower and in the branch.  

John came to visit the tower under some pretext proffered by Tower Captain Chris Wardell where he was also presented with a 

tie to commemorate this occasion. John was absolutely delighted and would like to thank everyone who was involved - the 

idea having originated, I believe, from Dorothy Blythe. John cannot actually remember the year he first started to ring but 

assures us that it was a very long time ago! He rang to celebrate the Queen's Coronation in 1953 and her Silver and Golden 

Jubilees but in recent years his shoulder has given him too much pain to continue and, under advice from his doctor, he has had 

to give up. However, he says that he listens to Milton Lilbourne ringing every Thursday and Sunday and still finds much joy in 

it.  We wish John all the best.'  Sandi Proto, Milton Lilbourne.    (The foregoing Marlborough Branch articles have been 

extracted, with thanks and acknowledgment from the Marlborough Branch Newsletter. Ed)  

CELEBRATIONS A PLENTY 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Devizes Branch November Meeting was held at Steeple Ashton, 

with evening ringing at Edington. Following the afternoon ringing and 

service at Steeple Ashton members and guests moved to the Village Hall 

for Tea. During this time there was the commemoration of two extra- 

special occasions. The first was the cutting of a celebratory 50 cake to 

mark the fifty years since the recasting and rededication of Steeple 

Ashton bells in 1959. The cake was officially cut by Tom Garrett, Guild 

Master and the towers longest serving ringer, Ena Moore. The Tea 

concluded with David Hacker, the Guild President, making a 

presentation of a certificate to Mr Tom Gye of Market Lavington to 

record his achievement of 7O years Guild Membership. Tom delighted 

those present by recounting the circumstances on him learning to ring 

and he ended by referring to his forthcoming 69
th

 Wedding Anniversary  

in December to which the meeting further congratulated him. 

Left: Mr. Tom Gye receives his 70-years‟ Guild Membership Certificate 

from David Hacker, The Guild President.   

Article and photograph submitted by Michael Moore (with thanks, Ed) 
 

Herewith a little ditty composed by Steve Bartlett for our (Bridport) 
annual bellringers (early) Christmas dinner, which we celebrated at 
the New Inn at Shipton Gorge on Thursday the 19th of Nov. We 
were 27 in total, ringers and 'other halves', our new vicar Andrew 
and his wife Chris and, of course, Steve and his wife Misch (not 
sure if that spelling is right). We asked Steve to join us because he 
kindly comes up the tower every Sunday morning to lead prayers 
for us before we start ringing. Although he is not a ringer himself, 
we thought this was a nice view of how he sees us. 
  
Some time ago, I don't remember the day,  
I was asked to go and pray 
With those unknown people who, at the right hour 
Rang the bells up in the church tower. 
 
So every week up the stairs I lope 
To join those folk who pull the rope 
The bells swing up and the bells swing down 
Ringing their message across the town. 
 
Very soon I know those people 
Who, every week up in the steeple, 
Assembled all in rain or snow 

Shoulder to shoulder in circled row. 
 
Friendship grew as my legs grew weary 
The morning greeting always cheery. 
 
Ascending those steps every week          Ack: Steve Bartlett and 
Helps to keep my physique sleek            submitted by Dinah 
And though the bells I never peal           Wilson. 
At least I get a Christmas meal! 
 
So my thanks to you, ringers all 
Who every week heed the call 
Thanks for your friendship and endeavour 
I really enjoy our time together. 

 

CENTENARY BELLS ! 
In 1905, by voluntary subscription, the 5 bells in St 
Katharine’s church were augmented to 6 and re-hung in a 
new steel frame. A band of ringers was gathered up from 
across West Wiltshire to ring the first peal on the new 
bells on 23 October 1909. The Peal Board is at the left. 
The 1905 work on the bells was not very satisfactory and 
in 1929 the bells were rehung with roller bearings 
replacing the hard-to-ring plain bearings. But it was not 
until 1945 that a local band of ringers managed to ring a 
peal – to mark VE Day. 
I think it was in 1999, whilst training new ringers to help 
us ring in the new millennium, that we realised that the 
Centenary of the first peal was approaching and we 
decided to try and emulate the original ringing marathon 
with a local band of ringers. We thought we 
had better warn the neighbours and what a pleasure it 
was that everyone we talked to said how much they loved 
the sound of Holt’s bells. Thus encouraged, and after 
much clanging and clashing at practice on Tuesday 
evenings, six hardy souls gathered at St Katharine’s on 
Friday 23 October 2009 and the ringing began at 9:40am. 
The peal came to a successful conclusion at 12:50 to the 
enormous relief of the ringers, taking just a minute longer 
than in 1909. 
Congratulations to Jackie Drake, Jill Parker and Murray 
Ager on ringing their first ever peal and overcoming 
nerves, dodgy eyesight, age, numb legs, cramp – and in 
some cases several of these! Jonathan Nibbs rang his 
first peal here in Holt in 1962 at the age of 12 – truly 
astonishing – and you may spot that Phil Lucas’s father, 
Jack, rang in the 1945 peal. The new Peal Board will be a 
copy of the 1909 original, but with the following present 
ringers: (See order of ringers on page 9),  

 

Concluded on the next page…………… 
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GUILD RECRUITMENT SEMINARS 
These were held on 10th and 17th October 2009 at Holt and Fordington respectively. Unfortunately both events were very poorly attended, 

especially from the towers (as opposed to branch and Guild officers). The participants spent the morning examining the attractions of 

ringing, recruitment techniques and training new recruits. We noted the recruitment section of the website of the Leicester Diocesan Guild 

and would advise our members to visit it for ideas and guidance at www.leicesterdg.org.uk/recruitment. The Leicester Guild has a 3Rs 

campaign: Recruitment and Retention of Ringers 
 

What are we selling? Each group was asked to identify their top ten KEY attractions to bell ringing: 
 Traditional/ history/ an ancient art with old terms and phrases 

 Good physical and mental exercise 

 Sociable/ team work 
 Endless learning curve 

 Welcome everywhere 

 Creates a beautiful sound 
 Showing that the Church is alive 

 Brings generations together 

 Open to all – totally inclusive 
 Sense of achievement 

 

 Team work and belonging 

 Social – meeting people, outings etc. 

 Inclusive – a leveller for people from every walk of life/ all ages and every ability 

 Physical exercise – practical skill, good for co-ordination – mechanical aspects appeal to some 

 Stimulating mental exercise – challenging – can learn at your own speed 

 Tradition and history – an English art 

 Good value for money 

 Service to the Church and community – national occasions 

 Fun 

 A welcome almost anywhere where there are bells 
 

o A fun and inexpensive hobby (money from weddings – attractive to youngster to supplement pocket money) 
o A service to the community, Church and God 

o A great way to make friends and develop social skills 

o Gentle exercise which you can continue way beyond the upper age limits for other sports/ pastimes 
o Mental challenge/ stimulation 

o Something specialist/ different 

o Maintaining an ancient tradition and keeping the sound alive 
o Develop self discipline (to sell to parents!) 

o Instant acceptance wherever you go – universal hobby – university, moving home etc. 

o Give individuals a responsibility to develop strengths 
 

 Learning a new skill 

 Challenge 
 Life long skill 

 Available country wide 

 Potential family activity 
 Mixed age and gender 

 Group activity 

 Social side 
 Opportunity to travel with a social group 

 To develop friendships out of own immediate area 

 
How should we approach recruitment? Attendees were asked to focus on recruitment. Issues raised in discussion included: 

 

o Limited success of blanket recruitment campaigns/ open days 
o Need to get out into the community more – take displays out to fetes, market squares etc. to move beyond the immediate congregation 

o More targeted approach – to neglected groups (e.g. 20-50 age group, families) and encourage each ringer to find a recruit – value of individual 

contact 
o Be positive – do not fall into saying – „it‟s no good training youngsters they only go away‟ – look at recruiting in wider terms and also recruiting 

youngsters (even if they do eventually leave) lowers the age of the band whilst they are there and could help attract more youngsters. 

o Tackle the mindset of the current band before the recruitment campaign starts so tower is ready to accept and welcome new recruits – tackle any 
„difficult‟ issues and/ or members of the current band so they do not undermine a recruitment campaign. 

o Try different things – if one recruitment technique doesn‟t work perhaps another will. 

 
 The things that attract people to ringing initially are not always the same things that keep their interest. 

 Speak to young people who have taken up ringing – why, what attracted them to it. If they have stayed with it – why – if they have given up – why. 
Do not always assume that youngsters want an activity with their own peer group – some may be attracted to ringing because it involves adults as 

well. 

 Young are the best target group – they may move away, but some come back, others go elsewhere and ring, they could come back at a later stage. If 
start young, ringers are likely to advance further. 

 Accept that there will be a drop out rate – if you have ten recruits and keep four – be positive about the fact that you have gained four! 

 Be positive about ringing as a pastime. 
 Need a flexible and multi-faceted approach to recruitment –adapt what you say to the particular audience – ringing was such a wide range of 

attractions – use the one(s) most suited to the audience. 

Continued from previous page 
 
As we emerged, weary but 
very happy, Andrew Evans – 
the Rural Dean, whose name 
will also go on the new Peal 
Board – Tom Bennett, 
recently retired as Church- 
warden, and a lovely group of 
partners and supporters were 
there to greet us with 
champagne before, inevitably, 
repairing to the Old Ham Tree 
for much-needed food and 
drink. Just taking a peep into 
the future, we’re delighted to 
be teaching Holt children to 
continue the ancient art of 
church Bellringing. Sabie 
Drake rings with us at the age 
of nearly 11, and three 
younger girls – Izzy Noden, 
Megan Propert and Tilly 
Johnson – made good 
enough progress to ring at 
Clare Hanham’s wedding 
recently. Clare was a Holt 
bellringer and there was 
considerable competition to 
be included in the ringing for 
her wedding !  
Martin Moyes, Tower Captain 
Partially reproduced by kind 
permission of the Holt Magazine 

 

The Editor is sorry that there 
was insufficient space remaining 

in this Newsletter to reproduce 

the article in its entirety – it is 
always of help to the Editor to 

know if a large item is 

forthcoming well before the 
deadline so that space can be 

reserved.   Thankyou.  

http://www.leicesterdg.org.uk/recruitment
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 The congregation is the first target – special service, Sunday school, school assembly etc. but also move out into the community. 

 Try 1:1 recruitment and mentoring if you can. 

 Different people will have different attitudes to the place of ringing within the life of the Church – be sensitive to different attitudes and beliefs. 

 

A structured approach to training - what to do with new recruits when we have them? Attendees were then asked to think about how they should deal 
with recruits once we had them in a way that ensured that they were trained well, made progress, enjoyed the experience and therefore, hopefully, were 

retained. Issues raised in discussion included: 

 
 Initial teaching of handling should be on a 1:1 basis, not at the normal practice in front of other ringers in the band. This could be as part of „a 

course‟ separated completely from the normal practice or half an hour before the practice. The initial training of handling should not be rushed – do 

not move on to ringing rounds/ call changes/ methods before good handling is perfected. 
 Good teaching of handling needs to be more widespread. 

 As soon as appropriate integrate recruits into the band. Again beforehand ensure that the existing band are all involved and know their part – 

address any difficult issues/ people before the new recruits are in the tower. 
 Allow recruits to progress at different speeds/ to different levels – it is not a race – each to be measured against individual targets and goals. 

 To do the tower captain‟s job well is difficult and demanding – a training programme needs to be at least as well thought through and planned as 

the recruitment. 
 As soon as appropriate encourage recruits to visit other towers/ attend Guild/ branch events – especially if a new ringer has reached the stage of 

advancing to something that the tower band cannot do itself. 

 
 Initial training in handling to be conducted outside of the normal practice night.  

 Gradually introduce recruits to the rest of the band – watching and learning, having a go, joining in the social side of ringing activity 

 Handling well before moving on – explain to recruit the importance of this. 

 Need to increase skill level in teaching handling – difficult to break bad practises once they are established – more professional approach to 

teaching required – more analysis and explanation – but how can the Guild do that when each tower is independent and responsible for training: 

raise awareness of the issue and influence and persuade – or is „bad‟ teaching unimportant compared to enthusiasm?  
 

The seminars concluded by drawing together what had been discussed in terms of four hypothetical scenarios. Groups were asked to devise a recruitment and 
training strategy for each of these towers. 

 

Tower 1: A rural village parish church with a heavy ring of six bells on plain bearings that are „not easy‟ to ring. The congregation is small and made up of 
mostly of villagers aged 60 or above. There are two services a month. The band is down to four if all turn out and sometimes there is not enough to ring for 

service. There has been no regular practice night for a couple of years. There are three other ringable towers in the benefice, each in a similar position of 

struggling for ringers. No one in the village can teach handling. There is a church primary school in the benefice. 
 Amalgamate the towers/ ringers in the benefice into one band 

 Approach the branch for a teacher 

 Arrange a regular practice night for the combined band 
 Arrange a ringing display in the school using the Saxilby Simulator 

 Start a fund raising campaign to rehang 

 
 Bring the ringers of the four towers together (and the clergy) 

 Can we get the bells rehung? Make a project of it and tie it in with recruitment 

 Bring in the local branch to teach people to teach new learners 

 

Tower 2: A market town with a fine ring of eight bells that go well. The town has a good selection of small shops, plus a couple of large supermarkets. There 

is a regular market in the town. The congregation is largely made up of older people but there is a youth club in the town and a youth group in the church. 
There is a morning service every Sunday which the band ring for (usually call changes) and a regular practice night every Wednesday evening (when they try 

basic doubles). The band stands at ten, but the tower captain wants some „new blood‟ and would like to build up a band to ring triples and major 

 Arrange training sessions for new ringers 
 Initiate basic recruitment – use of Saxilby Simulator in Youth Club for example 

 

 Encourage existing ringers to visit other towers 
 Recruitment campaign – posters, open day, get clergy involved 

 Help from Guild to establish quarter peals and training mornings to increase method range 

 All of existing ringers to be prepared to work with the tower captain 
 

Tower 3:  A village in the commuter belt‟ for a number of local market towns, with good road connections. The village has grown immensely over the last ten 

years with an influx of new homes, many of which are for families or are starter homes. The village has a shop, a chemist and a couple of pubs. The six bells 
go well and were rehung in the 1980s. There are a series of services on Sunday, including a family service. The band rings regularly for one service on 

Sunday and on Thursday night but struggles to advance beyond bad plain hunt. The entire current band „is at the same stage‟ and was recruited at the time of 

the millennium. 
 No immediate need to launch a major recruitment campaign, rather 

 Need outside invited support to bring on the existing band 

 

 A tower twinning programme –to advance ringing, hands-on external help for a set amount of time and then encourage ringers to attend other 

towers 

 Encourage ringers to take personal responsibility for their advancement 
 Is there one person who is keen enough to keep the band going? 

 Get the ringers to a standard they are satisfied with, rather than trying to push them beyond this 

 
Tower 4: A large town with a ten bell tower and a well established Surprise Royal band of 15 ringers that has been ringing together for many years. The bells 

are rung every morning and evening on Sundays and a practice night is held from 8 pm to 9 pm every Friday when only Surprise or Caters is rung. The 

average age of the band is now 65. No new recruits have joined the band in the last five years and there is no one in the band with recent experience of 
teaching bell handling to a raw recruit. 

 
 A Guild or branch officer to sensitively raise with the tower that there might be a long-term problem here – may not be aware of it. 
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 If no response from within the tower, nothing could be done but wait for a crisis and then offer help – say someone with recent experience of 

teaching handling. 

 

 More experienced Surprise Royal ringers may move into the area! Don‟t expect luck to do all the work 

 Acknowledge that recruitment is an ongoing issue 
 Encourage someone within the band to start a recruitment campaign 

 Work at who could be a potential teacher – can they attend a teaching-handling course. 

 

A ‘REAL TOWER’ EXPERIENCE: A MODEL FOR A RECRUITMENT/ TRAINING CAMPAIGN? 

I decided to organise and run an 8/10-week Saturday morning course with the strap line: "Learn to ring the bells of []. At the end of the course you will be able 

to ring the bells for ringing for Sunday mornings, Christmas, and ring in the New Year." 
Recruitment methods that I had tried that had been unsuccessful were: 

1) Posters in the churchyard - they look pretty but I have never received any interest from them. 

2) Requesting at tower meetings, AGM's, etc that ringers in the band approach people to learn - again this had no impact either. 
3) Having our own website - this website is only really used by visiting ringers and band members - I have never had a phone call from a prospective learner 

via our website. 

4) Having the tower open during the Church Fete and letting people "have a go" - half the people who come up the tower are day-trippers just visiting the 
town, and the other half are often just curious. 

Before I started I broke down: 

 
1 Who I needed help from. 2) Who were the key influencers? 3) Publicity methods. 4) Target populations to approach. 

 

1) Before I started anything else I asked for support from key band members and ringers if they would help with the training on a course.  

                  Having younger ringers involved with the training made a massive difference. 

 

2) I then approached the clergy, lay preachers & youth minister of the three C of E churches in town and asked them for their support. Sending them details of 
the course and then following up with telephone conversations and visits asking for their endorsement. Requesting that they: 

 talk about the course when doing the notices during the Sunday service. 

 promote it to the schools they visit as part of their ministry. 

 discuss it with the parents of teenagers who go to church, and who they know through their Outreach. 

 asked them for suggestions of people to approach. 

 provided them with plenty of A4 flyers to hand out to people they came into contact with. 
 
3) I produced an A4 poster providing details of the course. I put these up in over 35 places around town. Churches, shops, library, youth centre, etc. I arranged 

for this advert and an accompanying article to be published in the Parish Magazine. The most important aspects of the publicity were I felt mass coverage and 

I felt even more importantly was "tone". I hear so many ringers/ bands talk about how they are struggling on and are desperate for learners/ ringers. Would 
you want to join an organisation that is desperate or is struggling on? The impression we create and the language we use to people not involved with 

ringing is crucial. In all my publicity, emails, conversations with influencers and potential recruits I aimed to convey that this was a unique opportunity to 

learn a specialised art and then to ring for Christmas and potentially join the band. Also check that the trainees entering the course would be free and able to 
commit to Sundays. Focus more than anything else on talking to people. It is a good team building exercise for the existing band/ trainers- but it also tiring and 

time-consuming giving up ten consecutive Saturday mornings - try and get a guest speaker to visit, or show a ringing DVD, or get some extra helpers to break 

up the routine. 

 

4) Talk to people after the service. If they weren't interested then asking them to think of someone who might be interested. Youth groups: approaching this 

group was very important. I spoke to the youth minister/ head teacher/ teachers and other contacts several times and asked them to discuss the course with the 
teenagers. I then arranged to take three people along with me to talk to the two groups and give all the teenagers a tour of the tower and a go on the bells to see 

if they would fancy joining the course. The three people who came with me were very important - one is 25, and the other two were 16 & 18. It was crucial to 

give the potential recruits the message that young people do ring and it is fun. 
 

Results: Ten people started the course - just under half ultimately came from the posters, adverts and approaching people and just over half came from taking 

two groups of ten on a tour of the tower/ bells, giving them a go and spending the evening with them. Out of the ten who started the course, nine finished it 
and all rang for Christmas/ New Year. A month later five were ringing on Sundays and at practice night.  Robert Wellen, October 2009. 

OBITUARIES 
PRISCILLA MARY HOUSE (HLM) 1940-2009 
 

Priscilla House, who died early in October 2009, was a dedicated and devoted ringers at St 

George‟s Church, Fordington. She learned to ring and joined the Dorchester Branch in 1954, 

becoming an Honorary Life Member of the Guild in 2004. All her ringing was carried out at St 

George‟s, and she took part in a number of quarter peals. She was, for many years, correspondent 

of the tower, and was so at the time of her death. She took charge of the tower in September 1997 

when the tower captain, Ernie Coombs, was suddenly unable to ring due to health problems.  

On the personal side, Priscilla was a teacher all her life, having trained at Weymouth Teacher 

Training College. She taught at Cerne Abbas for some years and later taught at St Andrew‟s 

School, Preston, Weymouth, for many years until her retirement. Her funeral service at   

St George‟s Church on the 28
th
 October 2009 was attended by her ringing colleagues and the many friends she had made over 

many years. The service was fully choral as Priscilla had been a member of the Church choir for some fifty years. We extend 

our deepest sympathy to her brother Brian, family members and her many friends. E.E. Coombs.                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 

. 
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TINA MATILDA BRIDGE, 1956 – 2009 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
In the ensuing too few years 

she made such an impact, not just in the tower but at Branch level as well.  At the Salisbury Branch AGM at Downton in 2007 

she was elected onto the committee and the following year elected Branch Chairman.  Despite her illness Tina was determined 

to visit every tower in the Branch and although she didn‟t realise this aim she did get to nearly all of the Branch Practices.  She 

was a member of the „First Monday Quarter Peal Group‟ and rang a number of quarters with the group. Tina and Robin were 

regular supporters of the Branch SAGOR meetings, and despite her illness made the long trip to Askerswell and Loders in 

July. 

Most of all Tina will be remembered for her great enthusiasm for recruiting and helping young ringers. She regularly took the 

Downton ringers to local towers and arranged several outings for them. One, in April 2007, was to the Whitechapel Bell 

Foundry and a number of nearby towers including St George-in-the-East. Those who went will remember getting caught up 

with the football supporters at the pub she had organised for lunch. It must be the only time that a group of ringers have been 

escorted into a pub by the police! Tina taught several young ringers at Downton and it gave her enormous satisfaction when 

two of these rang their first quarter in July although she was deeply upset not to have been able to ring with them. Although the 

Branch had previously discussed holding a „Young Ringers Day‟ it was Tina‟s enthusiasm and organisation that enabled the 

Salisbury Branch to do this so successfully for the first time last year. This year, although she was not able to take an active 

part, she kept a keen eye on the progress of the arrangements.  

Sadly this year‟s „Young Ringers Day‟, held on 5
th

 August, was the last ringing event that Tina attended. It was obviously a 

great effort for her to do so but she was very determined to be there and at lunch time was discussing the possibility of holding 

a three or four day residential „ringing camp‟ for the young ringers next year.  The next day she went into Salisbury Hospice  

and died just two weeks later on 20
th

 August. Her funeral service was held at Salisbury Crematorium on September 2
nd

.  This 

was followed by a Service of Thanksgiving on 19
th

 September, arranged by the Salisbury Branch, at St Laurence, Downton. 

The service, led by the Rector The Revd Frank Gimson, was attended by her family and many friends and ringers from 

London, Sussex and the Salisbury Guild. Ringing took place at Downton throughout the day including three quarter peals.  

Stephen Jakeman on behalf of her friends in East London.               Patricia Davidson, Salisbury Branch, SDGR 
 

Downton, St Laurence. Saturday 19
th

  September 2009. 1260 Grandsire Triples. 1 Gill T Lamb, 2 Heather Rayner, 3 Patricia 

M Davidson, 4 Ruth Jakeman, 5 Debbie Malin, 6 Liz Rayner, 7 Andrew P Barham (C), Stephen C Jakeman. Rung prior to the 

Service of Thanksgiving for the life of Tina M Bridge (Downton ringer and SDGR Salisbury branch Chairman). 

Downton, St Laurence. Saturday 19
th

  September 2009.  1260 Plain Bob Doubles. 1 Sue Crockford, 2 Andrew Howes (C), 3 

Sophie M Middleton, 4 David J Crockford, 5 Les Dodd, 6 Bob Plaskett. Rung prior to the Service of Thanksgiving for the life 

of Tina M Bridge (Downton ringer and SDGR Salisbury Branch Chairman).  

Downton, St Laurence. Saturday 19
th

 September 2009. 1260 Doubles 3m. 240 Reverse Canterbury, 480 Plain Bob, 540 

Grandsire.  1 Kerry J Middleton, 2 Mary Melbourne, 3 Andrew J Howes (C), 4 Patricia M Davidson, 5 Ian G Davidson, 6 Bob 

Plaskett. Rung following the Service of Thanksgiving for the life of Tina M Bridge (Downton ringer and SDGR Salisbury 

Branch Chairman)  

St George-in-the-east, London E1. Thursday 22
nd

 October 2009. 1260 Grandsire Triples 1 Peter Rayner, 2 Nigel Taylor, 3 

Tony Faulkner, 4 Alex Nelson, 5 Ruth Jakeman, 6 Andrew Barham, 7 Stephen Jakeman (C), 8 Gill Lamb. Rung in memory of 

our friend Tina Bridge. Kathryn Hughes wishes to be associated with this quarter. 
 

JOHN VARDY 

Hampreston: 17.9.2009, 1260 Stedman Doubles. Angie Jasper (C) 1, Shirley Brown 2, Linda Jasper 3, Ross Bradley 4, 

Michael Jasper 5, Colin Mills 6. For John Vardy, Hampreston ringer, who died recently. It was his favourite method…etc. 

(Obituary appeared in the last NL) 

JOYCE PENNEY, former ringer and life long supporter of St. James‟ Church, Ludgershall has sadly passed away. (Ack. 

November edition Ludgershall Church magazine) Joyce was a member of the Salisbury Branch in 1960 – 1961 and was, at that 

time, Tower Correspondent for Ludgershall.  Marl Br Ed. 

 

Tina was born in the East End of London and became a member of the band at St George-

in-the-East, London E1.  She also lived for a while at Finchley and rang with the local 

band. She rang her first quarter peal here on 16
th

 February 1975, on the treble to Plain Bob 

Doubles. She maintained her link with the St George‟s ringers and rang her first quarter 

inside to Bob Doubles on 23
rd

 May 1975 there for her confirmation at Tokynton (nr 

Wembley). It was while ringing at St Mary‟s, Finchley that Tina met her future husband 

Robin and they were married in June 1977 at Stepney Registry Office.   There are many 

happy memories of Middlesex N & E District meetings at St. George‟s and in particular 

the teas which she and Robin organised. 

After leaving London they lived in Basingstoke for two years with ringing at Sherborne St 

John and then moved to Southampton ringing at The Church of The Ascension, Bitterne 

Park when, with a young family, time allowed. After moving to Woodfalls, Wiltshire in 

October 2004 Tina joined the Downton band.   
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JANE TRESEDER, 1949-2009  
Jane was born in Limerick of two well-known and delightfully eccentric families. On her father Terence‟s side was the Irish 

Creamery system and the famous Cleeve toffees and on her mother‟s side, the Heaths were generations of maltsters producing 

barley for Guinness in Dublin. 

An Irish country childhood meant that Jane and her brother Mark helped on the family farm, played tennis, rode ponies, 

messed about in boats on Lough Derg during Regatta Week when they also lived on a houseboat and seaside holidays filled 

with swimming, mackerel fishing and more boating. 

A family move to the Abbeyleix Estate made for a meeting with Peter‟s family and Jane used to cycle over to have tea with his 

mother who became a friend. Jane was an excellent games player and avid bookworm, but when she was only 15 she started to 

have problems with her sight and was eventually diagnosed with Stargardts Disease, a very rare and progressive form of 

macular degeneration. 

Love of cooking meant a move to London for a Cordon Bleu course and work in hotels, residential homes and large country 

houses. One day Jane rang Peter‟s mother who was now living near Bristol and was invited to Sunday lunch. Peter was at 

home that weekend and the rest as they say is history! 

Setting up house at Cwrt-y-Gollen between Brecon and Abergavenny meant Jane could follow her determination that she 

married Peter, a serving Army Officer, to live with him. Postings to Catterick and Germany followed. Jane, with no military 

background, found herself running the Wives Club. It was not long before she realised that soldiers‟ wives were generally 

speaking non-drivers, so with husbands away on exercise the car stood uselessly outside the married quarters – no shopping, no 

socialising, no help in emergency. So, a hugely successful driving course started (much to the soldiers dismay!) and soon the 

wives were able to meet up, shop at the NAAFI when they chose, visit nearby Holland and explore Germany. Air rifle shooting 

was another success with the wives challenging their husbands to a shooting match and trouncing them – this led to a great 

improvement in the soldiers‟ shooting! 

Returning to England and to Loughborough was a difficult time for Jane as her sight deteriorated, she had to stop driving and 

was registered as blind, although she retained good peripheral vision which meant that she could move around without 

bumping into things. Indeed, to the casual observer, there was no indication of blindness. Aids such as very sensitive touch, 

increasingly powerful magnification lenses and amazingly acute hearing all helped as did her prodigious memory – woe betide 

Peter if he didn‟t put things back where she expected to find them! 

Changes forced by Jane‟s blindness meant that future plans changed and, after a time in London, Peter and Jane moved to East 

Knoyle in 1983 when he came to Blandford Camp. Village life soon involved Jane who was a neighbourhood watch co-

ordinator, a church cleaner, a member of the women‟s section of the Royal British Legion as well as a trusted supplier of 

kitchen and garden goods for many a stall. Jane never minded about getting herself involved. 

And the revival of the ringing band at East Knoyle tower under Col. Bill Gough-Allen with a recruiting drive under the 

watchful eye of David Williams, Tower Captain, in 1991 was just what Jane, fascinated by bell ringing, needed. Could she 

ring? Could she cope without her full sight? To her lasting joy she found that she could and so both she and Peter (who would 

have to be her driver) learned to ring, making all the mistakes of amateurs, but becoming ever more proficient. 

Jane soon rang her first Quarter Peal and was elected as Tower Captain of East Knoyle from 2000 to 2006.  She rang her first 

full Peal (treble to PB Minor) on 8
th

 May 1995 at Chilmark in honour of the 50
th

 Anniversary of VE Day with Frank Crosier 

conducting. Flushed with success, they rushed out and bought a Persian rug that afternoon – known as the Peal rug. She rang 

one other peal, on 4
th

 November 1995 at Motcombe, again the treble, this time to four minor methods, conducted by Judith 

Robertson. Mention must be made of the Hereford Course, the Wilton Band as well as ringing comrades Judith & Ross 

Robertson, Anthony Lovell-Wood and Robert Wellen as we think how Jane rang many (in the region of 60) Quarter Peals and 

in over 140 towers, as well as supporting both Salisbury Guild and Mere Branch events and, of course, Peter as Chairman of 

the Mere Branch. 

It was during 1996 that Jane heard of a family history of cancer. She took action immediately and was horrified to learn that  

she had a very small cancerous lump in one breast.  

Treated by surgery, radiotherapy and a 5 year course of Tamoxifen, Jane‟s surgeon considered that she was cured after 9 years  

and need not attend the final 10
th

 year check. Jane disagreed and went for her check. 

Peter had just come out of theatre for a second knee replacement when Jane‟s scan revealed two new primaries in the other 

breast. A decision to have surgery and simultaneous reconstruction was a hard won battle for Jane who was „home alone‟. 

Postoperative recovery was slow and long, taking the best part of 6 months. 

The cancer had spread however and despite all the efforts of Jane and her medical team, supported by countless friends and 

organisations (here mention must be made of East Knoyle Village Shop) the inexorable decline continued. On 18
th

 June, 

dressed and ready to come home from hospital, Jane died very peacefully. 

We remember Jane for many things – her love and understanding of cooking, her enthusiasm for her very productive kitchen 

garden as well as her flowers and plants, her orchids, her dogs, riding and hunting in earlier years, her beekeeping skills and 

her love of snorkling, walking and wild flowers which took her to many parts of the world, her sense of fun and delight in 

finding small silly gifts for friends. 

We know that she was loved and remembered not only in her adopted village of East Knoyle and surrounding area, but also in 

Ireland where a Sunday Service in a packed Adare Abbey was dedicated to Jane‟s memory.  

Her memorial service in East Knoyle was preceded by a very well struck half muffled Quarter Peal of Plain Bob Doubles and a 

“touch” rung on hand bells over her grave was very moving. 
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Peter wants to record his huge thanks for many many kindnesses: the flowers in church were lovely and a tribute to all the 

gardeners who let their flower borders be raided. The tea was a real „tour de force‟ which received much praise – what a 

standard you ladies set! To the bell ringers, mowers, cleaners, washer uppers and everyone who contributed to the success of 

all the services come Peter‟s grateful thanks, he knows Jane would wish her thanks to be added too. Bless you all from the  

bottom of his heart – thank you. Peter Treseder 
 

East Knoyle: 29th June 2009. 1260 Plain Bob Doubles. 1 Hugh Walmesley-White (C), 2 Jan Walmesley-White, 3 Christopher Sykes, 4 

Jenny kennett, 5 Robert Wellen, 6 Ross Robertson. Rung for the service of thanksgiving for the life of Jane Treseder, for many years captain 

of East Knoyle. Sadly missed. 
 

REG HEDGE, ALM, WAREHAM  
Born on the 4

th
 October 1922, Reginald Alan Hedge, better known as Reg, first learnt to ring in Oxfordshire at the age of 14 

years. The 2
nd

 World War stopped his ringing, and he didn‟t restart until1986, when he retired to Wareham, with his wife Irene, 

having followed a very successful career with Rolls Royce in Derby. 

He soon became a well-loved and regular ringer for Lady St Mary Church, Wareham, and was delighted to progress to ringing 

Grandsire Triples on an inside bell. He and Irene provided many delicious meals for Wareham ringers after annual ringing 

outings, at their splendid home. 

A memorable event happened in 1997, when Reg chopped down an ash tree on his estate, and not only offered it for stays, but 

provided, on his land, the machinery for a team of fit male Wareham ringers to saw it up into more than fifty stay-shaped 

pieces! These were stored above the ringing chamber and were the source of gifts to other local towers, who will forever be 

indebted to us, and provided replacements for broken stays in Wareham (which incidentally became more numerous in Hayley 

Stairs/ Newman‟s active „teaching of youngsters era‟, about 2005 – 2008). But we still have a healthy stock in reserve! 

On 4
th

 October 1997 and 2002, Reg was proud to ring quarter peals of Grandsire Triples for his own 75
th

 and 80
th

 birthdays. 

Also to celebrate his 80
th

 birthday, a peal of Cambridge Surprise Major was rung by the local band. However, soon after, Reg, 

due to old age and shortness of breath, was unable to climb the 64 steps to the ringing chamber, and so his ringing stopped. 

Reg and Irenes‟ diamond wedding, coincided with that of the well-known Wareham Doctors Chris and June Brown, and a 

„Double Diamond‟ quarter peal of Grandsire Triples was rung, on April 13
th

 2008 for both couples. 

Just before Reg died, aged nearly 87 years, he made a last request that for his own funeral service, Lady St Mary‟s bells should 

ring out in a half-muffled quarter peal of his beloved Grandsire Triples. On Tues October 6
th

 2009 his wish was granted.  

JennyElmes. 
 

Wareham: 4.10.2009, 1260 Grandsire Triples. Sally Harrison 1, David Langford 2, Geoff Ashdown 3, Hayley Newman 4, 

Jenny Elmes 5, Bill Day 6, Graham Elmes (C) 7, Philip Keough 8. Rung by members of the Wareham Ringers in affectionate 

memory of Reg Hedge (4/10/1922 to 26/9/2009), who was a member of the local band for 25 years.  Rung half-muffled 

immediately after the funeral service as requested by Reg.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

CYRIL PALMER 

Pewsey: 27.9.2009, 1280 Doubles (3). Patricia Cotton 1, Dorothy Blythe 2, Ursula Osmond 3, Mike Clark 4, Darran Ricks (C) 

5, Rex Sandbach 6. Rung to celebrate the life of Cyril Palmer(died 15
th

 Dec 2006), a former Tower Captain at this church. 
 

 

REV JOHN LONGRIDGE

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESULTS OF THE GUILD QUARTER PEAL WEEK FOLLOW ON PAGES 20-23, 

AND THE GUILD CALENDAR IS TO BE FOUND ON THE BACK PAGE, 26.

The Reverend John N. Longridge died on the 16
th

 September at The Lodge, Heavitree, 

Exeter at the grand age of 94. A simple funeral service was held at St. Margaret‟s 

Church, Topsham on Wednesday 30
th

 September attended by family and friends. The 

bells were rung prior to the service and the Guild was represented by Anthony and Ivan.  

Reverend John was Guild Master 1961-70 and Guild President 1970-77 and a scan 

through Guild Reports suggest that he was tower correspondent at Bourton from about 

1951 to the early 60s, ringer/Branch Secretary, Okeford Fitzpaine from 1962 until his 

presidency in 1970. At the time of going to Press an obituary had not been received but it 

is hoped that more details will be received for publication in the next Newsletter. 

Our condolences go to all members of his family. Ed.   
 

Melksham: 28.9.2009, 1280 Lincolnshire S Major. Christine Purnell 1, Patsy Thorn 2, 

Gillean MacDonald 3, David Hacker 4, Peter Thorn 5, John Bancroft 6, Robert Purnell 7, 

Julian Ferrar (C) 8. In memory of Rev Richard Longridge, past master and president of 

SDGR who died 16 Sep 09.  
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Salisbury Diocesan 

Guild of Ringers 
Quarter Peal Week 

31
st
 October – 8

th
 November 2009 

 

A total of sixty two quarter peals rung. The 

Marlborough branch with twenty one quarters 

rung was the leading branch with East Dorset 

and Devizes next in line. Well done to Ellen 

Smith and Scott Silverthorn on ringing their first 

quarter peal and to everyone else who rang 

firsts. 

 
Total Ringing World: £62.30 

 

Robert Wellen 

 

 

CALNE 

 

Bromham, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 Grandsire and 

PB Doubles: Saraya Koranloo 1, Helen Button 2, 

Linda Drummond-Harris 3, Roger Button 4, Dave 

Franklin (C) 5, John Card 6. Rung for All Saints‟ 

Day Evensong and to congratulate Elizabeth 

Button and Andrew Cook on their recent 

engagement. £1.80 

 

Calne, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 Grandsire Doubles: 

Ray Szydlowski 1, Jane Ridgwell 2, Bob Mustow 

3, Dave Seymour 4, Hugh Pilcher-Clayton (C) 5, 

Jon Forsyth 6. First as treble. Rung to celebrate All 

Souls. 

 

Wootton Bassett, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 

Grandsire Triples: David J Whipp 1, Ruth 

Plumridge 2, Allison Bucknell 3, David Parks 4, 

Chris Taylor 5, Roger Haydock 6, Stephen J 

Bucknell (C) 7, Adrian Evans 8. First inside in 

method: 3.   £1.80 

 

Avebury, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 Doubles (1p/3m): 

Mary Davidge 1, Elaine Leighton 2, Jane Ridgwell 

3, Bob Mustow 4, Andrew Woolley (C) 5, Morley 

Bray 6. Last quarter on the bells before 

augmentation.  £1.80 

Lyneham, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 Stedman 

Doubles: Hester Wall 1, David Seymour 2, Chris 

Taylor 3, Ruth Plumridge 4, Eric Sutton (C) 5 

Adrian Evans 6. First in principle: 1. £1.80 

 

Yatesbury, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 Doubles                          

(1p/3m): Hugh Pilcher-Clayton 1, Jane Ridgwell 2, 

Andrew Woolley (JC) 3, Bob Mustow 4, Morley 

Bray (JC) 5. 100th together: 2 & 3.  £1.50 

 

Bromham, Wilts. 8 Nov, 1260 Stedman, 

Grandsire and PB Doubles: Michael Moore 1, 

Linda Drummond-Harris (C) 2, Gareth Bennett (C) 

3, Bob Mustow (C) 4, Morley Bray (C) 5, John 

Card 6. Rung half-muffled for the Service of 

Remembrance. £1.80 

 

Calne, Wilts. 8 Nov, 1260 Grandsire Doubles: 

Elaine Leighton 1, Dave Seymour 2, Edward  

Spearey 3, Bob Mustow 4, Ken Webb (C) 5, Hugh 

Pilcher-Clayton 6. Rung on the back six with half-

muffled bells to mark Remembrance Sunday. 

 

 

DEVIZES 
 

Market Lavington, Wilts. 2 Nov, 1296 

Cambridge S Minor: Sylvie Young 1, Chris Purnell 

2, Margaret Ruegar 3, Peter Baker 4, D Robert C 

Sworder 5, David P Sworder (C) 6. Rung to 

congratulate Tom Gye, 70 years a member of the 

Guild. First Cambridge: 3. 

 

Potterne, Wilts. 2 Nov, 1260 PB Minor:  Julian 

Hemper 1, Peter Baker 2, Peter Bushell 3, Bob 

Purnell 4, D Robert C Sworder (C) 5, David P 

Sworder 6. 

 

Bratton, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1320 Cambridge S 

Minor: Janice Scull 1, D Robert C Sworder 2, 

Christine J Sworder 3, Philip Gaisford 4, David P 

Sworder 5, Brian Coward (C) 6. Rung to celebrate 

the birth of Lily Cassy Gaisford, grand daughter to 

4. First Surprise as Conductor. 100th Quarter peal: 

2. 50th together: 2 and 5. 

 

Erlestoke, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1260 PB Minor: 

Julian Hemper 1, Peter Baker 2, Bob Purnell 3, 

Derrick Bailey 4, D Robert C Sworder (C) 5, 

David P Sworder 6. After trying for St Clement‟s 

the tenor ringer conceded defeat and allowed the 

5th to call Plain Bob! 

 

Great Cheverell, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1296 

Cambridge S Minor: Chris Purnell 1, Christine J 

Sworder 2, Derrick Bailey 3, D Robert C Sworder 

4, David P Sworder 5, Bob Purnell (C) 6. Rung to 
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celebrate the christening of Orla Grace McGrane, 

grand daughter of 1 and 6. 

 

Devizes, Wilts. (Blessed Virgin Mary) 5 Nov, 

1320 Cambridge S Minor: Derrick Bailey 1, D 

Robert C Sworder 2, Jenny Hancock 3, Julian 

Hemper 4, David P Sworder 5, Julian Ferrar (C) 6. 

 

Devizes, Wilts. (Southbroom) 5 Nov, 1296 

Cambridge S Minor: Gillean MacDonald 1, 

Christine Purnell 2, Julian Ferrar 3, Derrick Bailey 

4, Julian Hemper 5, Bob Purnell (C) 6. 

 

Holt, Wilts. 5 Nov, 1260 PB Minor: Jonathan 

Nibbs 1, Janice Scull 2, Anne Willis 3, Brian 

Coward 4, D Robert C Sworder (C) 5, Bob Purnell 

6. In memory of Mrs Phyllis Parkins, mother of the 

ringer of the second. 

 

Seend, Wilts. 5 Nov, 1260 Single Oxford B 

Minor: Brian Coward 1, Janice Scull 2, Peter 

Bushell 3, D Robert C Sworder 4, Bob Purnell 5, 

Julian Ferrar (C) 6. First in the method for all. 

 
Melksham, Wilts. 8 Nov, 1260 Grandsire 

Triples: Tricia Hoy 1, Christine Purnell 2, Patsy 

Thorn 3, Gillean MacDonald 4, Jenny Hancock 5, 

Julian Ferrar 6, Bob Purnell (C) 7, David Hacker 8. 

For Remembrance Service. 

 

 

DORCHESTER 
 

Martinstown, Dorset. 31 Oct, 1260 Grandsire 

Doubles: Ellen R A Smith 1, Susan M Smith 2, 

Christopher M White 3, Howard Bowering 4, 

Andrew G Smith (C) 5, Niall M Simpson 6. First 

Quarter: 1, aged 11. 

 

Wool, Dorset. 1 Nov, 1260 Doubles (4m): 

Brenda Edwards 1, Bini Miles 2, John Edwards 3, 

Anthony Burt 4, Phil Miles (C) 5, Alan Brown 6.

    £2.00 

Puddletown, Dorset. 8 Nov, 1260 Doubles 

(1p/7m/3v): Timothy F Collins 1, Michael P Rose 

2, Malcolm J Penney (C) 3, Ian D Tucker 4, Nick 

Baker 5, Robin J Mears 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

EAST DORSET 
 

Corfe Castle, Dorset. 31 Oct, 1260 PB 

Doubles: Kim Matthews 1, Sally Jenkins 2, Hayley 

Newman 3, Brian Dean 4, Eleanor Wallace (C) 5, 

John Riley 6. First in method: 2. 

Worth Matravers, Dorset. 31 Oct, 1260 St 

Simon, St Martin & PB Doubles: Jenny Elmes 1, 

Carole Dean 2, Kim Matthews 3, Hayley Newman 

(C) 4, Eleanor Wallace 5, Sally Jenkins 6. Rung by 

an East Dorset ladies band. 

 

Studland, Dorset. (7 Bankes Cottages) 1 Nov, 

1272 PB Minimus: Hayley Newman 1-2, Julian 

Newman (C) 3-4.  

Swanage, Dorset. 1 Nov, 1344 PB Major: Sally 

Jenkins 1, Hayley Newman (C) 2, Canna Whyte 3, 

Eddie Dicken 4, Harry Blamire 5, Matthew Pike 6, 

Hadden Arrowsmith 7, Eleanor Wallace 8. For 

Evensong. First quarter peal of major: 1. 

 

Kingston, Dorset. 2 Nov, 1280 Bristol S 

Major: Harry Blamire 1, Linda Hough 2, Keith H 

Fleming 3, Eddie Dicken 4, Eleanor G W Wallace 

5, Matthew Pike 6, Hadden Arrowsmith 7, Tim E 

Rose (C) 8. 

 

Bournemouth St John, Dorset. 3 Nov, 1320 

PB Doubles: Scott Silverthorn 1, Ian Newbery 2, 

Kim Matthews 3, Penelope Samuel 4, Harry 

Blamire (C) 5, Jill Barker 6. First attempt: 1. 

 

Swanage, Dorset. 4 Nov, 1260 Doubles (6m): 

Matthew Pike 1, Hayley Newman 2, Peter Harris 

3, Eddie Dicken 4, Phil Miles (C) 5, Martin 

Wickham 6. First as cover: 6. 

 

Kingston, Dorset. 6 Nov, 1260 Single Oxford 

B Minor: Mike Pitman 1, Hayley Newman 2, 

Eleanor G W Wallace 3, Eddie Dicken 4, Michael 

P Rose 5, Tim E Rose (C) 6. 

 

Corfe Castle, Dorset. (2 The Dollings) 8 Nov, 

1272 PB Minimus: Carole Dean (C) 1-2, Brian 

Dean 3-4. First of minimus for all. First of 

minimus at this address. First of minimus on the 

bells. First on handbells as conductor.  

 

Kingston, Dorset. 8 Nov, 1260 Reverse 

Canterbury B Minor: Mike Pitman 1, Sas Watson 

2, Michael P Rose 3, Hayley Newman 4, Eleanor 

G W Wallace 5, Tim E Rose (C) 6. For 
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Remembrance Service. Rung on the 'miserable 6' 

(2,5,6,7,8,9). 

 

Kingston, Dorset. 8 Nov, 1260 Little Grandsire 

Triples: Matthew Pike 1, Eleanor G W Wallace 2, 

Sas Watson 3, Eddie Dicken 4, Ross A Bradley 5, 

Malcolm J Penney 6, Tim E Rose (C) 7, Mike 

Pitman 8. First in method for all except 5. Half-

muffled for Remembrance. Compliments to Ben! 

 

Swanage, Dorset. 8 Nov, 1260 Middlesex B 

Triples: Hayley Newman 1, Jill Harris 2, Peter 

Harris 3, Eddie Dicken 4, Eleanor Wallace 5, Tim 

E Rose 6, Hadden Arrowsmith (C) 7, Matthew 

Pike 8. Rung half-muffled for Town Remembrance 

Service. First of Middlesex B Triples: 2, 3.  

 

Wareham, Dorset. 8 Nov, 1260 PB Triples: 

Jane Lambert 1, David Langford 2, Jenny Elmes 3, 

Bill Day 4, Geoff Ashdown 5, Tim Salter 6, 

Graham Elmes (C) 7, Mike Pitman 8. 

 

 

MARLBOROUGH 

 

Aldbourne, Wilts. 31 Oct, 1260 Grandsire 

Triples: Michael Holt 1, Sheila Evans 2, Gemma 

Holt 3, Julie Miles (C) 4, Walter Newton 5, Colin 

Mynett 6, Mike Clarke 7, Christopher Barnes 8. 

 

Collingbourne Ducis, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 St 

Clement‟s & PB Minor: Michael Holt 1, Gemma 

Holt 2, Julie Miles 3, Darran Ricks 4, John 

Gwynne 5, Daniel P Knight (C) 6. First St 

Clements and 50th Quarter Peal this year: 2. 

 

Collingbourne Kingston, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 

Stedman Doubles: Julie Miles (C) 1, Darran Ricks 

2, Gemma Holt 3, Daniel P Knight 4, John 

Gwynne 5, Michael Holt 6. In memory of Norman 

Painting who played Phil Archer for almost 60 

years. 

 

Everleigh, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 PB Doubles: 

John Gwynne 1, Julie Miles 2, Michael Holt 3, 

Gemma Holt (C) 4, Daniel P Knight 5, Darran 

Ricks 6. 

 

Collingbourne Ducis, Wilts. 2 Nov, 1260 PB 

Doubles: Darran Ricks (C) 1, Nancy Ramsden 2, 

Dorothy Blythe 3, Michael Clarke 4, David Close 

5, Michael Holt 6. Rung for All Souls Service. 

 

Chiseldon, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1260 PB Doubles: 

Alex Bampton 1, Catherine Bampton 2, Alison 

Kearsey 3, Colin Wilkins 4, Ian Kearsey (C) 5, 

John Wiltshire 6. Rung for Colin Wilkins birthday 

by a local band. 

 

Lydiard Tregoze, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1260 PB, 

Reverse Canterbury and April Day Doubles: Colin 

Woodley 1, Sarah Meaden 2, Samantha Clarke 3, 

Julie Miles (C) 4, Daniel P Knight 5, David S 

Franklin 6. Rung to celebrate the birth today of 

Thomas James Woolford, whose parents Chris and 

Jenny are close friends to the ringers of (2) and (5). 

 

Marlborough, Wilts. 3 Nov, 1260 Grandsire 

Triples: Michael Holt 1, Mark Robbins 2, Joanna 

Wheatland 3, Karen Dobie 4, Walter Newton 5, 

Darran Ricks (C) 6. Colin Carter 7, Rex Sandbach 

8. 

 

Ogbourne St George, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 

Grandsire Doubles: Sheila Evans 1, Beverley 

Stephens 2, Darran Ricks (C) 3, Colin Mynett 4, 

Mike Clark 5. Remembering Peter Stibbard of 

Ogbourne St George and Aldbourne who died a 

year ago today. 

 

Preshute, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 Reverse 

Canterbury, Grandsire & PB Doubles: Hamish 

Brown 1, Julie Miles (C) 2, Karen Dobie 3, Revd 

Ian Cooper 4, David S Franklin 5, Ian Wyld 6. 

Wedding anniversary compliments to Karen and 

Trevor Dobie. 

 

Ramsbury, Wilts. 4 Nov, 1260 Doubles 

(3m/3v/1p): Dorothy Blythe 1, Julie Miles 2, 

Darran Ricks (C) 3, Dave Franklin 4, David Close 

5, Michael Holt 6. 

 

Upper Chute, Wilts. 5 Nov, 1260 Doubles 

(3m/1v): Karen Dobie 1, Dorothy Blythe 2, Darran 

Ricks (C) 3, David Close 4, Beverley Stephens 5, 

Michael Holt 6. A birthday compliment to Denise 

Holt, wife of the tenor ringer. 

 

Bishops Cannings, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 

Grandsire Triples: Sheila Evans 1, Darran Ricks 2, 

David Close 3, Mike Clarke 4, Lewis F Cobb (C) 

5, Colin Mynett 6, Colin Carter 7, Christopher 

Barnes 8. Rung half-muffled in Remembrance of 

the Fallen in Wars. 
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Chilton Foliat, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 Grandsire 

Doubles: Dorothy Blythe 1, Bryan Castle 2, Colin 

Wilkins 3, Darran Ricks 4, David Close (C) 5. 

 

Ludgershall, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 Reverse 

Canterbury, Grandsire and PB Doubles: Nancy 

Ramsden 1, Dorothy Blythe 2, Darran Ricks (C) 3, 

Colin Wilkins 4, David Close 5, John Wiltshire 6. 

 

Pewsey, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 PB Doubles: Pat 

Cotton 1, Jenny Jones 2, Ursula Osmond. 3, James 

Montefiore 4, Mark Robbins (C) 5, David Close 6. 

 

Wootton Rivers, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 April Day 

and Grandsire Doubles: Michael Holt 1, Ursula 

Osmond 2, Jenny Jones 3, David Close 4, Mark 

Robbins (C) 5, James Montefiore 6. First tenor 

behind. 

 

Aldbourne, Wilts. 7 Nov, 1260 Grandsire 

Triples: Mike Clarke 1, Sheila Evans 2, Marc Hart 

3, Beverley Stephens 4, David Close 5, Colin 

Mynett 6, Darran Ricks (C) 7, Christopher Barnes 

8. 

 

Great Bedwyn, Wilts. 7 Nov, 1260 Grandsire 

and PB Doubles: Gemma Holt 1, Beverley 

Stephens 2, Darran Ricks (C) 3, Colin Mynett 4, 

David Close 5, Michael Holt 6. 

 

Savernake, Wilts. 7 Nov, 1260 Doubles 

(4m/3v): Michael Holt 1, Dorothy Blythe 2, Darran 

Ricks (C) 3, Gemma Holt 4, David Close 5. 

 

Mildenhall, Wilts. 8 Nov, 1260 Grandsire and 

PB Doubles: Dorothy Blythe 1, Ursula Osmond 2, 

Nancy Ramsden 3, Julie Miles (C) 4, David Close 

5, Mike Holt 6. Rung half-muffled on 

Remembrance Sunday. 

 

Donations to The Ringing World: £38. 

 

 

MERE 
 

Donhead St Mary, Wilts. 2 Nov, 1260 PB 

Minor: Alan Jeffs 1, Jan Walmesley White 2, 

Judith Williamson 3, Kelly-Marie Flower 4, Hugh 

Walmesley White 5, Christopher Sykes (C) 6. First 

Quarter of Minor: 4. For All Souls Day and to 

celebrate the Confirmation yesterday at Salisbury 

Cathedral of Vikki Bone, a ringer at this tower, and 

Charlotte Bone. £1.80 

 

Motcombe, Dorset. 6 Nov, 1260 Steadman 

Doubles: Alison Yearsley 1, Carol Bracey 2, Gill 

Hunt 3, D John Hunt 4, Hugh Walmesley White 

(C) 5, Jan Walmesley White 6. First Stedman: 1, 2. 

First Stedman as conductor. Rung half-muffled for 

Remembrance Day. 

 

 

SALISBURY 
 

Steeple Langford, Wilts. 1 Nov, 1260 All 

Saints Doubles: Joanne Barter 1, Mary Melbourne 

2, Patricia M Davidson 3, Andrew Howes 4, 

Malcolm J Penney (C) 5, Ian G Davidson 6. All 

Saints rung on All Saints Day at All Saints Church. 

In memory of Betty Drewitt (grandmother of 1).

  £3.00 

 

Stapleford, Wilts. 2 Nov, 1260 Reverse 

Canterbury, Grandsire, and PB Doubles: Mike 

Pitman 1, Patricia M Davidson 2, Ian G Davidson 

3, Nicholas J Claypoole 4, Malcolm J Penney (C) 

5, Michael E J Love 6. First inside for Reverse 

Canterbury Pleasure and most methods: 4. £2.00 

 

Downton, Wilts. 5 Nov, 1260 Reverse 

Canterbury Pleasure Doubles: Alice C Nield 1, 

Mary Melbourne 2, Sophie M Middleton 3, Kerry J 

Middleton 4, Malcolm J Penney (C) 5, Bob 

Plaskett 6.   £2.00 

 

Stratford Sub Castle, Wilts. 6 Nov, 1260 PB 

Minor: Patricia M Davidson 1, Malcolm J Penney 

2, Mary Melbourne 3, Nicholas J Claypoole 4, Neil 

O Skelton 5, Andrew Howes (C) 6. Half muffled. 

First Minor: 4.   £3.00 

 

 

WEST DORSET 
 

Loders, Dorset. 6 Nov, 1260 PB Doubles: 

Susan Roberts 1, Paula Biss 2, Susan Carter (C) 3, 

Wendy Carnell 4, Ivan Andrews 5, David Ellery 6. 

A get-well compliment to Frank Perry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GUILD CALENDAR – PAGE 26

THANK YOU, ROBERT, FOR ALL YOUR WORK   

COMPILING THE ABOVE, AND THANKYOU TO 

ALL WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE EVENT.   
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EDUCATION REPORT 
 

Kids and teaching 
 

On 24 October I attended a seminar in Birmingham run by The Ringing Foundation focused on the training of 

ringers. Two presentations were especially impressive. The first was from a group of young people from the 

Kids.Ring.Out group based in the Llandaff and Monmouth Guild. Their four aims are: (1) to get young people from 

all over the association to socialise (2) to allow young people to gain extra experience and more time on the rope 

(3) broaden horizons and (4) HAVE FUN. The following points were raised by the kids: 

 

1. The kids decide what they want to do together (supervised by adults and usually based around the school 

holidays) - activities include outings with a pub lunch, quizzes, beach barbecues, water fights and water 

slides, „Go-Ape‟, gunge games, a visit to bell foundary – all combined with plenty of ringing. 

2. The kids arrange courses themselves with expert tutors and as the kids grow up they in turn can act as 

helpers/ tutors for the younger kids. 

3. The kids keep in contact by e-mail list/ facebook/ website. 

4. They have an identity – expressed through hoodies, sweat shirts etc. 

5. They give themselves personal awards and have rung quarter peals together. 

6. The group has not necessarily brought in young ringers (most started through „traditional routes‟ - church 

links/ family etc.) but the group has definitely helped keep many kids ringing who might have otherwise 

given up. The combination of ringing and the other activities makes ringing seem more „cool‟ to school 

friends. 

 

A group like this can achieve a „critical mass‟ of young people that most towers and many branches cannot. If 

anyone would like to see the presentation made by Kids.Ring.Out please let me know. I would really encourage 

branches to think seriously about establishing these groups, either individually or with neighbours. For its part the 

Guild Education Committee will be working with the Salisbury branch to offer at least one event for all young 

ringers in the Guild next year. 

 

The other presentation that impressed me came from a man who has recently taken up bell ringing, but has a long 

pedigree as a canoeing instructor and coach. He demonstrated some generic principles of good teaching and 

coaching –all then applied to ringing. In response, the Guild Education Committee is offering a course on “Basic 

Instructional Techniques for Bell Ringing Trainers” on 1 May (if popular we hope to offer more). I strongly 

recommend that ringers who teach – handling and/ or call changes/ methods attend this course, no matter how long 

you have been doing so, I am sure that you will learn something to improve your performance as an instructor. This 

course will NOT be dealing with what we teach (i.e. bell handling, methods) but HOW we teach it – it will cover 

such things as a rationale for a tower‟s training, the requirements/ attributes necessary to be an effective trainer, 

how and why people learn/ learning styles, problems in learning and developing skills, the structure of a training 

session and much more.  

 

The Birmingham seminar also had presentations on ringing in schools; more imaginative ways of teaching with the 

use of kaleidoscope ringing and similar techniques; ringing around the Olympics; and probably most ambitious of 

all, an integrated Teacher Training Scheme that is being piloted by the Foundation (ensuring best practice and 

consistency of practice, creating training and educational modules, allowing for performance monitoring (and 

mentoring) and the potential for teacher accreditation). Phew!! 

 

Courses held 

Our Guild courses have continued at breakneck speed through the autumn: two conducting courses taken by Susan 

Smith and Tim Rose, seven improved handling and bell control (thanks to Phil Lucas, Malcolm Penney, Pat 

Cotton, Tim Rose and Margaret Romano), nine raising and lowering courses (continuing into January) (thanks to 

Mike and Gemma Holt, Jane Hedges, Malcolm Penney, John Riley and Phil Lucas), two listening and good striking 

courses (thanks to Tim Rose and Susan Smith) as well as courses on Kent TB and Cambridge S Minor (Susan), 

Grandsire Triples (Gareth Bennett) and Lincolnshire (David Hacker). 
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Courses for the first half of 2010 
The courses being offered by the Guild are listed below.  

(1) We are continuing to concentrate hard on improving the teaching of handling with two more „teaching the 

teachers‟ courses on how to teach new recruits to handle. There is also the course on Basic Instructional 

Techniques for Bell Ringing Trainers as mentioned above.  

(2) A further course for novice conductors to practice their skills with a deliberately shaky band! (This is NOT 

teaching where to put the calls, it is focused on correcting errors and keeping things right). 

(3) There are a range of method courses:  

(a) Mixed and spliced doubles, designed to improve your skills in changing methods;  

(b) Norwich S Minor, for those wanting to move on from Cambridge S Minor; 

(c) Oxford Bob Triples, for those looking for a new triples method and extending a minor method to 

triples; 

(d) Plain Bob Major, for that move from minor to major; and  

(e) Yorkshire S Major, for further progression in the standard eight (this is with a view to offering a spliced 

Surprise Major course later in the year). 

I know that some of you are still looking to Guild courses on such things as plain hunt, Bob or Grandsire Doubles 

and may be disappointed again. The Education Committee remains of the view that this level of training should 

(and in most cases is) being provided by towers and branches and that the Guild is better to use its resources in the 

way we are. So if you need help with training at this initial level please contact your branch training officer. 

 

Many thanks to all tutors, helpers, students and members of the Education Committee in my first year – as I 

expected, it has been an education to me! 

 

Robert Wellen 

Guild Education Officer 

 

Date of course 
Deadline for 

application 
Course 

6 February 9 January Practical Conducting 

20 February 23 January Plain Bob Major 

6 March 6 February Mixed and Spliced Doubles 

20 March 20 February 
Teaching Handling 

(Full Day) 

17 April 20 March Yorkshire Surprise Major  

1 May 3 April 
Basic Instructional Techniques for Bell Ringing 

Trainers (Morning) 

15 May 17 April Oxford Bob Triples  

29 May 1 May 
Teaching Handling 

(Full Day) 

12 June 15 May Mixed and Spliced Doubles 

26 June 29 May Plain Bob Major 

10 July 12 June Norwich Surprise Minor 

 
Applications must be by application form (on the website http://www.sdgr.org.uk/learning/courses.php or available from me). 

Please note the criteria for application and that the deadlines for courses are a month before the course in question. 

http://www.sdgr.org.uk/learning/courses.php
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  Calendar of Guild and Branch Events 

December 2009 
Mon 7 Marlborough Christmas Practice 19.30 Collingbourne Ducis 

Sat 5 Devizes Ringing, Carol Service, Tea. 15.00 North Bradley/ Keevill 

Sat  5 Guild Course – Listening & Good Striking 

Sat 5  Mere AGM 15.00 Maiden Bradley 

Tues 8 Mere 8  Bell Practice 19.30 Mere 

Sat 12 Calne Ringing & Carol Service 15.00 Bremhill 

Sat 12 Dorchester / West Dorset / Joint Carol Service          14.30 / 16.30 Fordington 

Mon 14 SAGOR Monthly Meeting 10.30  

Wed 16 Devizes Surprise Practice 19.30 Bishops Cannings 

Fri 18 Marlborough 8 Bell practice 19.30 Aldbourne 

Sat 19 Devizes 10 Bell Practice 19.30 Trowbridge 

Sat 19 Guild Course – Stedman Doubles 

Guild Peal Week – 24 December to 1 January 

January 2010 
Sat 2  Devizes Edington Ringing Centre opening 

Sat 9 West Dorset Branch Practice 14.00 / 16.00 Symondsbury 

Sat 9 Calne AGM 15.00 Avebury 

Sat 9 Devizes AGM 15.00 Holt & Bradford on A (HT) 

Wed 13 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.30 Mildenhall 

Sat  16 East Dorset AGM 19.00 ? Swanage 

Sat 16 Devizes Branch 10 Bell 19.30 Trowbridge (check) 

Sat 23 Salisbury AGM - Afternoon Ringing -  Wilton and Britford -  AGM at  Sarum St Martin  

Tues 26 Devizes Surprise Practice 19.30 Melksham 

February  
Thur 4 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.00 Burbage 

Sat 6 Guild Course –  Practical Conducting   

Sat 6 Devizes Branch Meeting 15.00 Seend & Devizes St J 

Sun 13 Guild Executive Committee Meeting Tisbury 

Sat 20 Guild Course – Plain Bob Major  

Sat 20 Devizes Branch 10 Bell 19.30 Trowbridge (check) 

Sat 20 West Dorset QM – Branch Commemorative Meeting - 15.00. Bradpole 

March 
Sat  6 Devizes Branch Meeting 15.00 Corsley & Longbridge Dev. 

Sat 6  Marlborough Training Morning 10.00 to 12.00 Ludgershall tbc. 

Sat 6 Guild Course – Mixed & Spliced Doubles  

Sat  20 Guild Course – Teaching Handling – Full Day   

Sat 20 Devizes Branch 10 Bell 19.30 Trowbridge (check) 

April 
Wed 7 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.30 Ramsbury 

Sat 17 Guild Course - Yorkshire Surprise Major   

Fri 23 Marlborough St George’s Day Ringing 19.00 to 19.45 
20.00 to 21.00 

Ogbourne St George 
Preshute 

May 
Sat 1 Guild Course – A Professional Approach to Teaching Ringing  

Wed 5 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.30 Pewsey 

Sat 8 Guild Festival and AGM  Hilmatron 

Sat 15 Guild Course – Oxford Bob Triples   

Sat 29 Guild Course – Teaching Handling – Full Day   

June 

Sat 5 Marlborough Ringing, Service, Picnic & BM  15.00 Savernake / Great Bedwyn 

Sat 12 Guild Course – Mixed & Spliced Doubles   

Sat  26 Guild Course – Plain Bob Major   

July 
Sat 10 Guild Course – Norwich Surprise Minor   

Sat 17 Marlborough Training Morning 10.00 to 12.00 Preshute tbc. 

Sun 17 Guild Executive Committee Meeting Tisbury 

August 
Thur 5 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.00 Upper Chute tbc. 

Sat 21 LEBRF Open Day Devizes Branch 

Sat 28 Guild Quiz -  Motcombe Memorial Hall   

September 
Sat 18 Marlborough Training  Morning 10.00 to 12.00 Collingbourne Ducis 

??  Guild Striking Competition  

October 
Sat 2 Marlborough Branch Outing   

Sat 16 Marlborough AGM 15.00 Aldbourne 

November 
1 Guild Quarter Peal Week 

Fri 19 Marlborough Branch Practice 19.30 Chiseldon 

Sat 20 West Dorset AGM  Sherborne 

Sun  27 Guild Executive Committee Meeting Tisbury 

December 
Tues 7 Marlborough Christmas Practice 19.30 Marlborough 

Sat 11 Calne Carol Service   

 

**West Dorset Branch, Centenary Day, 27 October 2010 

**Ringing World Centenary Day, Saturday 26 March 2011. 

**Marlborough Branch Centenary Day, Saturday 23 July 2011. 
 
Note:  For more details or if planning to travel any distance it is advisable to check with a Branch Officer beforehand in case it has 
been necessary to change any arrangements. 
[QM & BM includes Business Meeting.  SM does not include a Business Meeting. 
[All Saturday Meetings will have Service, Tea  & evening ringing unless otherwise stated. 
Evening Practices end at 9pm unless shown otherwise. 
1st Sat Bryanston practices: check with philiprioch@hotmail.com 
3rd Sat Trowbridge practices: check with Julian Ferrar on 01225 709061  
Mere Br – doors locked at 7.45pm at Mere & Shaftesbury St Peter’s 
Surprise Practice, Devizes Branch in the 4th week of every month. 
SAGOR = Salisbury Area Group of Ringers -  Monthly Monday morning method (and call change) ringing at 2 towers, followed by a 
pub lunch. Transport can be arranged for those in Salisbury area. Contact Brian Wright on 01722 500978 for more information. 
MBDR Practices, Friday Mornings, 10.30 to 12.00, by arrangement, details will be posted on the Web. 
Dates, corrections etc. for the calendar to Dorothy Blythe at: dorothy.blythe@gmail.com  

mailto:dorothy.blythe@gmail.com

